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The thesis states that the confidant in the tragedies of Jean

Baptist Racine evolves from the traditional servant figure to a sophis -

ticated intimate of the principal character. The confidant's identity

becomes synonymous with that of the principal character: he appears

as his alter ego.

The sources used are six of Racine's secular tragedies, in

addition to critical works and essays of his writings. The tragedies

included in this study are La Thebaide, whose secondary characters

serve as a comparison to the more developed confidants as found in

Andromaque, B /r/nice, Mithridate, Britannicus, and Phedre.

Racine presents a variety of tragic characters whose multi-

faceted personality emerges through the intervention of their confi-

dant. Representing one side of the protagonist's character, or his

"other self, " the confidant becomes Racine's dramatic tool to por-

tray the internal struggle in all its aspects. Racine's preoccupation

with moral issues and his desire to instruct his audience pervade his

writings. It is thus possible to trace the development of the



confidant from his part as self-effacing messenger to his role as alter

ego to the principal figure where he dramatically demonstrates the

tragic, inner division of man.
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CHAPTER I

INT RODU ACTION

Jean Racine, regarded as the greatest writer of tragedy of

seventeenth-century France, is generally studied from the point of

view of Ovidian Passion in his main characters. An important

aspect in his dramatic concept has, however, been almost completely

neglected by critics in the study of his dramatic techniques.

As master of the inner tragedy--where stage action becomes

wholly psychological---Racine did not rely on his principal characters

alone to exteriorize their internal struggle, but employed the hereto-

fore unimportant confidant as a mainstay in the denouement of the

struggle. In fact, his confidant many times rises to the occasion by

becoming the "alter ego" of his principal character: a second self

to underline the pathetic travesty of the protagonist and to unfold the

complexity of the Racinian man.

"Love is treated metaphorically as an irresistible force, a

sickness with specific symptoms, warfare, and a consuming flame.

It often causes madness and death. Ovid became the supreme autho-

rity on love for the literary world of the time and also for the pre-

cieux social groups who discussed love problems. " Joseph Bedier,

ed., Le Roman de Tristan et Iseut (New York, London, 1931), p. xiv.

I



This study will point out the important involvement of the

confidant, and his link with the principal characters in the tragedies

La Thebaide (1664), Andromaque (1667), Berenice (1670),

Mithridate (1673), Britannicus (1669), and Phedre (1677). However,

not all of Racine's confidants function as the alter ego, and in order

to trace this development, it will be necessary not only to evoke the

time and life of the playwright, but also to point out some of the

literary conventions of his era.

Racine's plays reflect the deep influence of his education, his

passions, and his friendships. Born December 22, 1639, and soon

orphaned, Racine was brought up by an aunt. He studied in Paris at

the College de Beauvais until 1655, when he was admitted to the school

of Port -Royal-des -Champs. He stayed at Port-Royal, the Jansenist

colony in the middle of Catholic France, for only three years, but it

is evident that he was profoundly influenced by the Jansenist doctrine

of predestination, as well as by the austerity of the monastery.

Through his professor Pierre Nicole, he came to share the enthusiasm

for Greek literature that characterized the Port Royalists.

After an unsuccessful attempt to secure a minor ecclesias-

tical position in Uzes, Racine returned to Paris in 1661. His friends

there included artists and actors, and their influence, and thus newly

freed from the constraints of the ascetic discipline of Port-Royal, he
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led a rather dissolute existence. It was rumored at the time that he

was implicated in the Affaire des Poisons, a scandal resulting in a

trial which revealed the existence of a secret society practicing

occultism. The opposing influences of Calvinist self-denial and

pagan hedonism, of restraint and extravagance, produced an ambiva-

lence evident in both Racine's character and the characters of his

heroes.2

Through Racine's dramas our image of seventeenth-century

France is one of perfect order, clarity, reason, and sobriety, yet the

first half of this era was governed by the Baroque spirit. Art and

literature reflect unchecked emotion, wild flights of imagination and

rugged individualism. On the stage, Racine's predecessors often

presented dramas of agitation and bombast. One such predecessor,

Corneille, gave free reign to his inventiveness in his tragedies

romanesques, which appealed to the spectator because of their com-

plicated plots, dramatic coups de theatre and heroic characters.

Corneille also dominated the French stage with his drames heroiques,

or the triumph of will, in which duty was always victorious over

love. However, too often these deteriorated into- cloak-and-dagger

melodramas.

2 Source of most of this material is from A. F. B. Clark,
Jean Racine (Cambridge, 1939), pp. 14-19.
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Toward the middle of the century preciosity engendered a

preoccupation with elegance in thought, speech, behavior, and litera-

ture. In addition, a general tendency toward rationalization, concen-

tration, and discipline in all areas of French life led to a growing

discussion of rules and other points of dramatic theory. Following

the literary quarrel over Corneille's Le Cid, the French Academy

became adamant in its demands for strict adherence to the Unities of

Time, Place, and Action and to the concept of Bienseance, or pro-

priety. These demands, in combination with the tendencies toward

restraint, restriction of vocabulary, clarification of syntax, and de-

emphasis of the ego, necessitated a new genre in drama.

Racine's first works, La Thbaide and Alexandre le Grand,

written in 1664 and 1665 respectively, were still in the vein of the

Cornelian heroism, which so appealed to the audience before the

wars of La Fronde; after the defeat of the latter in 1650, any

intrigues were confined to matters of the heart.

With Andromaque, presented in 1667, Racine created the

tragedie passionnee, a new type of drama which explains the theme

of Ovidian love through "the presentation of human hearts torn by

passion which they cannot repress, driven to the perpetration of

crimes in spite of all external considerations and of their own nobler
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impulses. "3 Whereas Corneille's characters exuded almost super-

human will power, Racine's were caught in the "claws of Aphrodite, "

4.like Phedre impotent against "Venus tout entire a sa proie

attachee. '"

Despite their Greek themes, Racine's tragedies show indis-

putably the characteristics of French Classicism. Complying with

the rules of the French Academy, the tightly constructed Racinian

plot depicts a single action already near its climax when the play begins.

Since characters, rather than the machination of plot, control the

action of Racine's plays, nonessentials are stripped from the frame-

work, with the result that Racine's plays are more reasonable and

logical than Corneille's, even when representing emotional excesses.

Restricted by the rules of the Academy, yet with the obvious

drive to excell and surpass his rivals, Racine employed literary

methods that lent more depth to his characters. Still, Racine's por-

trayal of the complex individual, ambivalent in his psychological

make-up, serene and troubled, good and bad, frequently had to be

3 J. C. Lyons and Colbert Searles, Eight French Classic
Plays by Corneille, Moliere, Racine (New York, 1962), p. 8.

4 The original French titles, as well as the French names
of the dramatis personae,will be used throughout this study.

5 Racine, Oeuvres 2Completes, Pref. de Pierre Clarac
(Paris, 1962), p. 251.
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defended against his critics. Since here, too, the intricate portrayal

of the figures was limited by the external bienseances, the require

ment to have "kings" and "princesses" always demonstrates nobility

of the heart and restraint from immoral or improper behavior. In

short, only relatively one-dimensional, uni-directional individuals

could be portrayed.

Over the course of the centuries, literary criticism has con-

centrated on Racine's principal characters, while minor characters,

confidents, esclaves, domestiques, gouverneurs, etc., have been

either ignored, or, as in the seventeenth century, attacked for their

lack of vraisemblance--that is, resemblance to their physical counter-

parts in the real world. The eighteenth century saw these secondary

characters as superfluous, and Romanticists deplored their exag-

geratedly deferential behavior, required by the external bienseances

of the seventeenth century. 6 More recent attention to the confidant

has, however, been directed to his defense, "qu'il semble prouve

que ce confident de la tragddie classique nest pas une utility, mais

bel et bien un reality vivante,1" or to the argument that his

6 Stendhal, Racine etShakespeare, translated by Guy
Daniels, New York, Crowell-Collier Press, 1962, p. 46.

7
Jacques A. Fermaud, "Defense du Confident, " Romanic

Review, XXXI (1940), 340.
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traditional use justified Racine's dramatic tool in a more extensive

form. 8

The traditional figure of the confidant dates back to ancient

Greece, where the dramatist already would use devices to circumvent

unity of place. In the earliest productions, the spectator had to

eavesdrop on events occuring off-stage through the use of open doors,

while in later ones the chorus related past actions and events to

explain the protagonist's struggle. Finally a messenger or confidant

emerged, who would recount events too inconvenient to portray on

stage. The confidant appeared in France among the dramatis

personae for the first time around 1625, when his functions were

traditional, to comment on the background, situation, and characters

at the beginning of the play. His role continued to expand and

included the description or narration of events that occurred off-

stage and eventually included elaborations on the characters, senti-

ments, hopes and wishes of the principal figures. Still, the confi-

dant remained a utility figure with dramatic tasks well defined to

fit his station in life.

The Racinian confidant never displays the language or

behavior of the servant class. It is understandable that the

H. W. Lawton, "The Confidant in and before French Clas -

sical Tragedy, " Modern Language Review, XXXVIII (January, 1943),
18-31.
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seventeenth century could not find vraisemblance, any real-life

quality, in Racine's confidant. Although at least one third of his

audience was comprised of the members of the Third Estate, it is

obvious that Racine had no concern for the realistic representation of

their personal backgrounds or the everyday tasks to be performed

according to their condition. Like his principal characters, Racine

trades the confidant incompletely:

The first and most obvious aspect of this stylization
is the discarding of everyday life. We may note imme-

diately that, although this discarding represents a dras;-
tic simplification of the reality we know, it conforms
admirably to a deeper kind of reality. 9

Since this stylization applies to all figures, it does not

diminish the Racinian confidant to the confident anonyme of the Baroque

era. On the contrary, this homogeneity of both principal and

secondary figure cannot be overlooked, despite the superficial con-

ventional differentiation. The confidant, on the surface a subordin-

ate in his standing, appears to be an intricate part of the character's

life. In order to study the Racinian confidant, then, one must

examine his relationship with the principal figure to which he is

attached. Other people may be involved in his existence, but never

90dette de Mourgues, Racine or The Triumph ofRelevance
(Cambridge, 1967), p. 34.
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in the same way or with anything approaching a comparable degree

of intensity.

Notwithstanding, the Racinian confidant's role is at first

glance very similar to that of the traditional figure. His foremost

trait is that of a liberating effect on the principal figure:

For the most part it is only in monologues and speeches
to confidants that the characters express their passions
freely at all; the rest of the time they are restricted
in their language by the conventions of conversation and
their emotions are driven half-underground or expressed
only in argumentative rhetoric. 10

By speaking of his secret drives and emotions in the watchful presence

of the confidant, the protagonist achieves awareness of his secret

desires, and it is only then that those amorphous desires achieve

concrete reality.

Racine, emphasizing the inner conflicts of his characters,

thus chooses the dialogue with the confidant as a means of exposing

his protagonists. While the drama is characterized by its seeming

simplicity, both in form and content, one discovers through the con-

fidant depth and complexity. J. J. Roubine maintains that the action

of the tragedy appears to him

. . . pas "simple", mais "double", en ce sens que
la lutte "exterieure" des personnages est

1 0 Peter France, Racine's Rhetoric (Oxford, 1965), p. 196.
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constamment inflhchie par une lutte 'interieure'. D'oi'

un dynamisme des forces tant t antagonistes.

Considering the above statement, it follows that the confidant's tasks

should not be limited to the static role of listener. A. F. B. Clark

states that the confidant is a calculated part of the drama, and that it

would be "against the spirit of Racine's drama for any character to

play a merely passive role in it . . . "12

Instead of a dramatic tool to give a convenient structure to

the hero's inner monologue, 13 as Odette de Mourgues for example

claims, one finds the Racinian confidant surprisingly verbal. His

questions are pertinent and opportune; his comments are informative

and help to explain the hero's character and problem. In addition,

the confidant is often perceived as an echo of the protagonist because

he uses the protagonist's vocabulary, his style, and syntax. The

confidant not only shares the inner struggle, more often, in the ver-

bal acknowledgement of the character's dilemma, it is he who also

points out the fundamental dichotomy in the psyche of the Racinian

hero. It appears that Racine uses the supporting character to show

11J. J. Roubine, Lectures de Racine (Paris, 1971),

pp. 148 -149.

12 Clark, Jean Racine, p. 108.

1 3 de Mourgues, Racine or The Triumph of Relevance,

pp. 91-92.
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in his dialogue with the protagonist that he has become a reflection

of the protagonist's spirit, the alter ego.

One might point out here again that for Racine the characters

are of prime importance. His insistence on portraying a multifaceted

individual is always evident; yet again and again he had to defend his

point of view. From Andromaque to Phedre, Racine's forewords to

his dramas contain the repeated admonition that the truly tragic

figure was neither good nor bad, but a composite of both noble and

base qualities.

Indeed, the confidant emerges as a significant part of the

principal character. He seems to be a physical embodiment of a

part of the main character, inasmuch as he sets out to explain the

tragic self-contradiction and warfare within the tortured soul of his

master or mistress, expressing what Knight called "one voice in the

interior debate of the character to which he is attached. "114

The dramatic interaction between the confidant and the pro-

tagonist creates additional alternatives. Besides lending depth to

the protagonist's inner struggle, the confidant can without fear of

consequences overwhelm the protagonist with the opponent's point of

of view. Like him, the protagonist argues out of special self-

14 R. C. Knight, ed., Phedre (Austin, 1971), p. 7.
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interest, but through the confidant Racine can present the point of

view of the other side. Exempt from the curt dismissal which is

often the fate of an unfaithful lover or an unmerciful relative, the

confidant can force the hero's attention. The protagonist is denied

the outlet of insult and rage towards the confidant and therefore is

driven to defend himself in counter-arguments and thus succeeds in

exposing himself further. The argumentation then takes on double

force: the confidant who by his previous implication shares the feel-

ings and views of the protagonist now also serves to draw attention

to the moral issues which face the antagonist.

Despite the comprehensive awareness of the struggle of the

hero, the confidant is not always concerned with ethical issues. The

confidants are flexible reminders and critics; they change views but

they do not shift ground. In fact, their unswerving loyalty, so

claims Roland Barthes, is the basis of the relationship between confi-

dant and principal character: the basis on which Racine can build a

much closer affinity: "Le confident racinien (et cela est conforme a

son origine) est lie au heros par une sorte de lien feodal, de

devotion; cette liaison ddsigne en lui un double vritable . . .

Whether serving as alter ego or as an extension of a moral aspect,

1 5 Roland Barthes, Sur Racine (Paris, 1963), p. 61.
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the confidant in Racine's tragedies interieures seems to exist exclu-

sively for his hero. It is this solidarity with the protagonist that

establishes a much closer relationship than that traditionally

accorded a servant.

In none of the vast literary criticism of Racine has there

been a noteworthy effort to study the confidant and his role in Racin-

ian tragedy: he is either blissfully ignored or hastily dismissed. In

view of the complexity of the principal characters, the confidant

admittedly is a minor figure. Yet the sparsity of Racine's casts

alone lends importance to the inclusion of the confidant in the drama.

The figure of the confidant, however, cannot be regarded as a solitary

entity, but as a necessary part in the disentanglement of the tragic

spectacle.

In this study an attempt Will be made to analyze the treat-

ment of the confidant in his relationship with the principal figure.

As the constant companion of his master or mistress, the confidant

sometimes appears to be a counterpart of the protagonists, or a pro-

jection of his subliminal self; in other words, his alter ego. It is,

however, only in the context of the interiorized tragedy, la tragedie

intdrieure, that the confidant found this function. Rather than in

chronological order, this study will first focus on Andromaqu

Berenice, and Mithikidate, where the confidant's part is benevolent,
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and subsequently on Britannicus and Phedre, where the confidant

becomes the embodiment of the protagonist's baser drives.

Racine's first tragedy, La Thebaide, in which he followed the estab-

lished pattern of the confidant figure, will serve as a contrast to the

other works.



CHAPTER II

LA THEBAIDE

Racine's first tragedy, La Thebaide ou Les Frbres

Ennemies, presented in 1664, adapts a Greek theme for the seven-

teenth-century French theater. Les Freres Ennemis are Etocle

and Polynice, the fruits of the incestuous union between Oedipe and

Jocaste. The mutual hatred of the brothers is heightened by their

father's proviso that they must share the throne of Thebes. This

drama unfolds among members of a family who are united by a com-

mon curse of the gods: all descendants of Laius must perish. H4 mon

and Me/n/cee, sons of Creon, lose their lives in the futile attempt to

establish peace among the brothers Etocle and Polynice. True to

malediction, however, the brothers kill each other. Antigone,

Eteocle and Polynices sister, as well as their mother, Jocaste,

commit suicide in despair. Creon expires at the end.

In La Thebaide Racine presents the recurrent themes of

fatal passion and insatiable struggle for power within the confines of

the family. Hemon seeks conciliation of the brothers because of his

love for Antigone; Creon, moved by his ambition, inflames the

mutual hatred between his nephews, Eteocle and Polynice.

15
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In stark contrast to his later works, the confidants of La

Thebaide remain completely detached from the agon of the protagon-

ists. They are static figures, as they offer neither advice nor

alternatives to their masters. Their presence on stage is very

limited. While in his subsequent works Racine allows the confidant

the use of verbal repetitions, exclamations, and stichomythia, all of

which are useful tools for translating intellectual argumentation, his

role in La Thebaide conforms to a pattern of stiff rhetoric.

Attached to the parent figures, Jocaste and Creon, are the

confidants Olympe and Attale. Racine limits their roles to that of

messengers, or, in certain instances, when they comment on the

action, to that of the chorus. Olympe's opening lines in the tragedy

establish her in the role of commentator, for although she shares the

stage with Jocaste, her report is clearly for the instruction of the

audience. In her expository discourse she reports on events and

characters and thereby presents the moral issue. Olympe's role as

messenger includes also the delivery of the divine oracle:

Thebains, pour n'avoir plus de guerres

Il faut, par un ordre fatal,

Que le dernier du sang royal

Par son trepas ensanglante vos terres.

1 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, Pref. de Pierre Clarac

(Paris, 1962), La Thebaide, II, 2, 11. 393-396.
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Although indirectly part of the cursed family, Olympe is not person-

ally touched by the portent of this message. Indeed, she does not

sympathize or express pity with the anguish of the characters

involved. Rather than receive Jocaste's confidences, Olympe acts

as observer for Jocaste, who dismisses her with the express order:

"Va tout voir, chere Olympe, et me viens dire tout; /Eclaircis

promptement ma triste inquietude. "2 This enlightenment, so

desperately sought by Jocaste, is ironically reflected in Olympe's

name. Its connotation as "all-shining" may have been meant by

Racine to indicate the qualities of Olympe in her relationship to

Jocaste. It is Olympe, the messenger of fatal news, who sheds light

on the dark crimes of the members of Jocaste's family. 3

Olympe's association with Jocaste is a rather distant one,

unlike the relationships of confidant to master in Racine's later plays.

Her ties with Jocaste appear superficial, for she asks Jocaste

upon leaving: "Mais vous dois -je laisser en cette solitude?"4

Her question is pointedly rhetorical and serves only to emphasize

2 Ibid., III, 1, 11. 586-587.

3 Marion Monaco, "Racine's Naming of 'Greek' Confidantes
and Handmaids, " Romanic Review, 2 (April, 1961), 106.

4 Racine, Oeuvres Complbtes, LII, 1, 1. 588
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Jocaste's isolation. Olympe's dialogue with Jocaste seems to be

deliberately brief and impersonal in order to stress the protagonist's

alienation. Jocaste's command: "Va, je veux etre seule en l'4tat

oi je suis, /Si toutefois on peut l'etre avec tant d'ennuis P"5

emphasizes at the same time her inability to escape the problems

which create her isolation.

Olympe's role as messenger continues even after Jocaste's

death; she reports first on the death of Eteocle and Polynice to Anti-

gone, and subsequently, her mistress' suicide to Creon. Notwith-

standing her relationship with the principal figure, Olympe's com-

ment upon Jocaste's death is surprisingly curt:

Elle-meme, seigneur, s'est ouvert le tombeau;
Et s'etant d'un poignard en un moment saisie,
Elle en a terming ses malheurs et sa vie. 6

A more emotional reaction, however, is evident when she comments

on the suicide of Antigone, Jocaste's daughter. She also stresses

the fact that Antigone commits suicide not because of her family's

deaths, but because of her love for Hemon, whom she desires to fol-

low to the grave. Olympe's only personal comment on the events

within the play is at the death of Antigone:

5 Ibid. , II, 1, 11. 589-590.

6Ibid. , V, 3, 11. 1280-1282.
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J'ai senti son beau corps tout froid entre mes bras;
Et j'ai cru que mon ame allait suivre ses pas.

Heureuse mille fois, si ma douleur mortelle

Dans le nuit du tombeau m'eat plonge avec elle!

Olympe's role evidently is an expository one without inter-

pretive functions. She appears during the events of the plays,

oftentimes without Jocaste, in the role of commentator. Olympe's

loyalty or personal commitment to Jocaste is only inferred; her

duties are to the audience, since her observations are directed to the

latter. While the confidant in Racine's subsequent works would

direct the spectator's attention to the movements within the heart of

the hero, Olympe is only commenting on external, factual events.

The confidants in Racine's later works frequently function as the

alter ego of the main character; Olympe, however, is but a tradi-

tionally conceived figure of little dimension.

Similar to Olympe s words, Attale's initial dialogue in

Act III shows his role to be that of a messenger. His appearance,

however, also points out the impossible situation of the drama:

while attempting to mediate between the brothers Etdocle and Poly-

nice, Attale mistakes their uncle's support for this conciliatory

gesture. His comment "Creon mme, Creon pour la paix se

7 Ibid., V, 5, 11. 1475-1478.
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declare !"8 and the ensuing monologue of Creon bring into focus

Creon's intrigues which lead to the fatal confrontation of the two

brothers. Attale's rhetorical comments precede Crdon's exposure

of his secret ambitions and culminates in the accounts of Etocle's

and Polynice's deaths. In the face of the king's inhuman account of

suffering to further only his selfish goals, Attale again makes but a

laconical observation: "Vous n'avez plus, seigneur, a craindre que

vous-meme: / On porte ses remords avec le diademe. "9

Creon, however, as well as the other characters of La

Thebaide, is unrepentant and unswerving in his hatred. There is

little possibility that the feelings of the characters can be swayed.

Attale's contribution to the drama is to facilitate Creon's confession

of ruthless ambition. While Attale's observation in part comments

on this tragic flaw, it also further exposes Creon's motives and

cruelty. Attale's observations, reminiscent of the Greek chorus

commenting on the tragic flaw of the hero, enumerates Cron's suc-

cess and points out his lack of feeling over his sons' deaths:

Il est vrai, vous avez toute chose prospere,
Et vous seriez heureux si vous n'6tiez point pere.
L'ambition, l'amour, n'ont rien a desirer;

Ibid., III, 6, 1. 824.

9Ibid., III, 6, 11. 891-892.

20
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Mais, seigneur, la nature a beaucoup a pleurer.
En perdant vos deux fils . .0.010

Attale's remark is but an introduction to Creon's monologue. Attale

could only point out the inevitability of the gods' wrath and by his

statement he indirectly presents the moral problem and spiritual

crisis. Still, his role is that of the traditional confidant, lacking any

direct involvement in the drama.

Racine lends the confidant in La Thdbaide only a stylized role

as chorus, rather than establishing the powerful bond between princi-

pal character and confidant which he presents in later dramas. In

La Thebaide, the confidant merely comments on concrete events and

facts; he does not share the intimate thoughts of his master or take

an active part in the principal character's dilemma as in the

tragedie passionde. The short presence on stage does not influence

the course of action, nor does it point out possible alternative modes

of action. Confined in the traditional utility role, then, both Olympe

and Attale can only serve to contrast and thereby emphasize the fully

developed Racinian confidant.

1 0 Ibid., V, 4, 11. 1433-1437.



CHAPTER III

ANDROMAQUE

With Andromague Racine achieved naturalness and harmony

in the dramatic use of the confidant. This tragedy, first presented

on November 19, 1667, shows the fateful events ensuing over the

unrequited loves of its four principal characters. Taking great liber-

ties with the Greek legend, Racine gives us in this play his first

analysis of the human heart. Hermione, daughter of Helena, is

engaged to marry Pyrrhus, the king of Epirus. Pyrrhus neglects

his betrothed and inflames her jealousy. He loves his captive,

Andromaque, who remains faithful to the memory of her dead hus -

band, Hector. In order to save the life of her son Astyanax,

Andromaque feigns consent to marry Pyrrhus but resolves to kill

herself once the vows have been exchanged. On the other hand,

Oreste, son of Agamemnon, loves Hermione. He extracts a mar-

riage promise from her on the condition that he kill Pyrrhus; yet

after he announces to Hermione that the deed has been carried out,

she commits suicide in despair over Pyrrhus' death. Oreste per-

ishes in madness.

22
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Racine provides these four principal characters with confi-

dants who for the first time in his works actively contribute to the

drama. As already mentioned, Racine's theater represents Ovidian

love in the framework of incessant power struggles and places these

intrigues within a tight group. The place of the action is thereby

extremely limited but the intensity heightened. Frequently it is the

confidants who introduce this underlying theme or the approaching

conflict. Knight maintains that Racine

. . .uses the unity of place to enforce his conviction
that the first task of tragedy lies in its words, that these
are more important even than its actions, since they

reveal what happens in the hearts of his characters and

should be hampered as little as possible. I

This requisite revelation of the protagonist, however, is not

delivered through monologues, but through the dialogue with the con-

fidant. Using very little external action, Racine systematically

explores the personality of the principal character and his predica-

ment through verbal exchanges with the confidant.

Every act in Andromaque contains one scene in which Racine

focuses on one principal character and his struggle. He begins with

Oreste, the weakest individual in the drama. Pylade, his confidant

1R. C. Knight, Racine, Modern Judgments (London, 1969),

p. 24.
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and friend, describes Oreste as a "subserviant slave to his love,

for Oreste is still passionately in love with Hermione. Oreste

proclaims to Pylade that "Je viens chercher Hermione en ces lieux, /

la flechir, l'enlever, ou mourir ' ses yeux. "3 This confession

introduces the struggle governing Oreste's quest and emphasizes

Racine's understanding of Ovidian love. Whereas the Oreste of

mythology welcomed death as atonement for his mother's murder,

Racine bases Oreste's death-wish solely on the attainment of Hermi-

one's love:

The despair which at times accompanies frustrated pas-
sion is in Oreste a permanent state leading to an obses-
sion with death. This death-wish is mentioned by his
friend Pylade in the first scene:

Je craignais que le ciel, par un cruel secours,
Ne vous offrit la mort que vous cherchiez toujours.

Pylade's duty as confidant is to assist Oreste in his ambassadorial

mission (as he implores "achevez, Seigneur, votre ambassade. "15

and, more important, to avoid letting Oreste's death-wish become

reality.

2,
"2.1 .h l'Amour en esclave asservie . . . ", Racine,

Oeuvres Completes, Pref. de Pierre Clarac (Paris, 1962),

Andromaque, I, 1, 1. 29.

3Ibid., I, 1, 11. 99-100.

4 Odette de Mourgues, Racine or the Triumph of Relevance

(Cambridge, 1967), p. 96.

5 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, I, 1, 1. 134.
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At first glance Pylade appears to employ the language of

all confidants. Speaking up as the logical, reasonable counterpart,

he pleads with Oreste for moderation: "Moderez donc, seigneur,

cette fureur extreme; / Je ne vous connais plus; vous n 'etes plus vous -

meme. Like Cleone advising her mistress Hermione, Pylade pleads

for dissimulation or flight: "Au lieu de l'enlever, fuyez-la pour

jamais.1" Indeed, the confidants very often advise flight for the pur-

pose of saving their masters. The terms in which they most fre-

quently do so are, as Roland Barthes points out,

fuire (qui est l'expression non-tragique de la mort

tragique),

attendre (ce qui revient 'a opposer au temps -repetitions

le temps -maturation de la reality),

and

vivre (vivez, ce mot de tous les confidents) designe

nommement le dogmatisme tragique comme

une volont6 d'chec et de mort.8

Yet it is this "volont 4 d'echec et de mort, " this death-wish, that

Pylade alone recognizes in Oreste and on which all efforts of his oppo-

sition are focused. As Oreste, who at the same time loves and fears

6 Ibid. , III, 1, 11. 709-710.

7 Ibid. , III, 1, 1. 752.

8 Roland Barthes, Sur Racine (Paris, 1963), p. 62.
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Hermione, vacillates, so does Pylade's counsel. In fact, all of

Pylade's revirements in Act III--first inciting him to elope with

Hermione, then to flee her, 10 and finally, to kidnap her -- are

direct counteractions to Oreste's fatal passion. His efforts to save

Oreste are as desperate as Oreste's death-wish itself.

Oreste poses the existential question, "Et si je viens

chercher ici ou la vie ou la mort?1"12 Pylade thereupon points out the

absurdity of Oreste's obsession by exclaiming: "Quoi! Votre ame a

l'amour en esclave asservie /Se repose sur lui du soin de votre

vie? "13 He advises Oreste to forget his love, 14 and almost as if

foreseeing Oreste's tragic end, he cries out: "Quoi! Votre amour

se veut charger d'une furie qui vous detestera. . . . "15

Inasmuch as all of Oreste's efforts are aimed at either

gaining Hermione's love or dying, it is Pylade's function to save

9 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, III, 1, 1. 716.

10Ibid., III, 1, 1. 752.

I 1 Ibid. III, 1, 1. 786.

12 Ibid. , I, 1, 1. 28.

13Ibid. , I, 1, 11. 29-30.

14Ibid.,III, 1, 1. 803.

15 Ibid., III, 1, 11. 753-754.
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Oreste, and all his efforts are directed at safeguarding Oreste.

This becomes evident after the latter has murdered Pyrrhus and has

repeated his death-wish when learning of Hermione's suicide, shout-

ing "Pour courronner ma joie, / Dans leur sang, dans le mien, il

faut que je me noie.1"16 Pylade's plea, Il faut partir, Seigneur,

/ .17
sortons de ce palais, / Ou bien resolvons de n'en sortir jamais,"

clearly demonstrates his alliance with Oreste.

Although Pylade's closing lines are a final desperate effort

to save Oreste, "Sauvons-le, "18 they also admit that his attempt is

in vain: "Nos efforts deviendraient impuissants / S'il reprenait ici sa

rage avec ses sens. "19 Although Pylade saved Oreste's life, he has

not saved his mind. Pylade continually advocates alternatives to

Oreste's dilemma and confirms the will to live. Restraining Oreste

in his obsession with an impossible conflict between love and death,

he can be considered Oreste's alter ego, representing the latter's life-

force. His is the voice of reason speaking against the tragic imbrog-

lio, but he also emphasizes the poignancy of Oreste's conflict. A

1 6 Ibid.., V, 5, 11. 1621-1622.

7 bid. , V, 5, 11. 1583-1584.

18 Ibid., V, 5, 1. 1647.

1 9Ibid., V, 5, 11. 1647-1648.
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vital force in the fate of Oreste, he supplies the resolve to continue

living.

Phoenix' relationship with Pyrrhus is of even greater import

than the one discussed between Pylade and Oreste. As Pyrrhus'

confidant, Phoenix represents not only the king's personal conscience--

his determination to keep his promise to Hermione and thereby

remain true to his word--but he also represents the conscience of

society.

Phoenix' opening lines indicate that he is in favor of Pyrrhus'

marriage to Hermione and that he does not share the king's utter

indifference towards her. When Pyrrhus has sent Oreste to her,

Phoenix warns Pyrrhus that "Ainsi vous l'envoyez aux pieds de sa

maitresse !"20 He then adds suggestively, foreseeing the forthcoming

dilemma, "Mais si ce feu, Seigneur, vient 'a se rallumer, /S'il lui

rendait son coeur, s'il s'en faisait aimer? " 21 In Act II, Scene 5,

Phoenix debates with Pyrrhus the latter's course of action, advising

him, "Allez voir Hermione,1"2 and, in order to remind Pyrrhus of

Andromaque's stubborn refusal, adds in reference to Hermione,

2 0 Ibid., I, 3, 1. 249.

2 1 Ibid., I, 3, 11. 251-252.

2 2 Ibid. , U, 5, 1. 665.
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".a .. et, content de lui plaire, / Oubliez a ses pieds jusqu'a votre

colere, "23 hoping to use the king's ire at Andromaque in Hermione's

and his favor. Throughout this scene Phoenix is a strong advocate

of Hermione's grievances against the vacillating Pyrrhus, who ques -

tions "Faut-il voir Hermione? "24 and, finally convinced by Phoenix'

arguments, concedes "Faisons tout ce que j'ai promis. "25 H. W.

Lawton comes to a similar conclusion;

Phenix is the projected desire of Pyrrhus for a deter-
mined stand against the supposed wiles of Andromaque.
At first Pyrrhus shows the necessary determination
and Phenix approves; then Pyrrhus feels once more the
power of Andromaque's charms and beauty, and Phenix's
approval is changed to opposition. The faithful servant

becomes the raisonneur, and what is more, the voice
of Pyrrhus' own original determination. 26

The extent to which Phoenix remains the alter ego of Pyrrhus

the king, in specific opposition to Pyrrhus the lover, is evident as he

evokes Pyrrhus' victory over Troy. In order to strengthen the king's

resistence to Andromaque--not Andromaque the beloved, but Andro-

maque the surviving symbol of Troy, he thus encourages Pyrrhus:

2 3 Ibid., II, 5, 11. 665-666.

24 Ibid., I, 5, 1. 706.

25 Ibid. , II, 5, 1. 707.

26H. W. Lawton, "The Confidant in and before French Clas -

sical Tragedy, " Modern Language Review, XXXVIII (January, 1943),
28.
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Ce nest plus le jouet d'une flamme servile,

C'est Pyrrhus, c'est le fils et le rival d'Achille,

Que la gloire a la fin ramene sous ses lois,

Que triomphe de Troie une seconde fois. 2 7

Thus Phoenix is Pyrrhus' alter-ego in that he voices Pyrrhus' duties

as king, victor over the Trojans, and symbol of society.

Conversely, it is especially when dealing with Andromaque

that Pyrrhus relies on Phoenix. He deliberately offers this excuse:

"Phoenix vous le dira, ma parole est donnee.1"28 This remark also

accentuates Pyrrhus' weakness, his evasion of responsibility, in spite

of Phoenix' last attempt to rally the king. Phoenix' remark "Allons,

seigneur, marchons sur les pas d'Hermione,1"29 not only repeats his

defense of the latter, but also exhibits his intimate bond with his mas -

ter. Phoenix' closing lines bear the stamp of impotence when he con-

fronts Pyrrhus lost in his passion; his positive suggestions become

a dire warning and foreboding:

. . . gardez de negliger

Une amante en fureur qui cherche ' se venger.

Elle n'est en ces lieux que trop bien appuyd'e;30

Z7 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, II, 5, 11. 629-632.

28
Ibid., III, 6, 1. 906.

2 9 Ibid., III, 6, 1. 894.

3 0 Ibid. , IV, 6, 11. 1387-1389.
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and again appealing to Pyrrhus the king and victor over the Greeks,

he adds, "La querelle des Grecs a la sienne est liee; / Oreste

31
l'aime encore; et peut-etre 'a ce prix. . . . But Pyrrhus

brushes aside these valid objections with a curt "Andromaque

m'attend. Phoenix, garde son fils. " 32 The fact that his passion robs

him of all reason has become progressively obvious. Odette de

Mourgues observes that

.0.4. our final vision of Pyrrhus at the end of Act IV,

when he leaves his confidant, is that of a man in a trance,

yielding to some kind of magnetic pull, tense and tri-

umphant, and deaf to Phoenix' warning. 33

By taking leave of his confidant, Pyrrhus leaves his con-

science behind. By forcing Phoenix to silence, Pyrrhus denies his

responsibilities as a king. From that point on he acts alone, aban-

doning himself to his obsessive passion. The absence of Phoenix

underscores the absence of Pyrrhus' reason. By abandoning Phoe-

nix, Pyrrhus abandons himself to his passion, surrendering personal

honor and his duties as king.

The relationship between Hermione and Clone is character-

ized by discord, although Cleone attempts heroically to reason with

31
Ibid. , IV, 6, 11. 1390-1391.

32Ibid., IV, 6, 1. 1392.

3 3 Mourgues, Racine or The Triumph of Relevance, p. 44.
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her raging mistress. Cl4one's strong influence is obvious in Her-

mione's first line: "Je fais ce que tu veux: Je consens qu'il me

voie." And it is Cl4 one who, in order to soften the blow of

Pyrrhus's treacherous infatuation with Andromaque, reminds Her-

35
mione of Oreste's constancy in his love. In fact, Cleone through-

out this scene assumes Oreste's defense and in the process of doing

so lays the groundwork for future arguments in his favor. Addition-

ally, she emphasizes Hermione's failure to consider Oreste's love

for her and her failure to obey her father by returning with him:

"He bien, madame, h4 bien, ecoutez donc Oreste. / Pyrrhus a com-

36
mence, faites au moins le reste." When Hermione confesses that

37 l
she hates Pyrrhus, Gleone confronts her again with the alternative

to leave him: "Fuyez-le donc, madame, et puisqu' on vous adore

. . . i38Wth this example of bon sens

Cleone nest qu'une projection dramatique d'un aspect

de la personnalite d'Hermione. Elle represente la

3 4 Racine, Oeuvres Compltes, II, 1, 1. 385.

3 Ibid., II, 1, 1. 393.

36 Ibid. , II, 1, 11. 409-410.

37Ibid., II, I, 1. 413.

3 8 Ibid. , II, 1, 1. 417.
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raison, la logique de la pensee, si opposee a la logique

du coeur. 39

Yet what logic of the heart is there to be found in Hermione's reply:

Contre mon ennemi laisse-moi m'assurer;

Cleone, avec horreur je m'en veux separer,
Il n'y travaillera que trop bien, l'infidele. 40

Cleone, like all confidants, is often abashed by the duplicity

of the protagonists and can underscore or deplore it, but cannot inter-

vene actively:

Les doubles sont, nous lavons vu . . . r'duits au role

de t4 moins inactifs et de conseillers. Somme toute,

il figurent la conscience, qui a ce niveau de conflits

passione]s, ne gouverne pas, mais assiste impuissante

au jeu des forces. 41

The confidant's effort, then, is to modify the protagonist's will by

clarifying his alternatives and preparing for ultimate decisive action.

By presenting the antagonist's objections, the confidant can first

demonstrate a thorough awareness of the validity of both views and

then attempt to forge a synthesis of attitude--a reconciliation of the

polarities which constitute the protagonist's agon. Clone's

3 9 M. M. Olga, "Le Confidant dans la tragedie de Racine, "

Revue de l'Universit 4 de Laval (1953-1954), p. 69.

40
Racine, Oeuvres Completes, II, 1, 11. 419-421.

4 1 Charles Mauron, "L'Inconscient dans l'Oeuvre et la Vie

de Racine, " Publications des Annales, 16 (1957), 174.
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mediatory interjections on Oreste's behalf ultimately lead Hermione

to concede that

Oreste a des vertus;

Il sait aimer du moins, et mme sans qu'on l'aime;

Et peut-etre il saura se faire aimer lui-meme. 42

Thus Cleone represents not only the voice of reason in the

face of jealousy and hurt pride but also becomes the advocate of

Oreste. On Hermione's hesitation in Act II, Scene 1, whether to

seek reasons to abandon Pyrrhus or to accept Oreste's offer, Lawton

comments as follows:

Cleone advises a straightforward course, regardless

of "reasons. " She is the projection into an invented

person of Hermione's long-standing but recently sup-

pressed passion for Oreste. 43

Because of this projection Cldone can freely plead Oreste's love and

his willingness to prove it:

. . .et vous pouvez juger

Que bientot a vos pieds il allait se ranger,

Pret "a servir toujours sans espoir de salaire:

Vos yeux ne sont que trop assures de lui plaire. 4

As Cleone gains in stature as Oreste's advocate and loses her

impact as counsellor of reason, Hermione conceives her revenge by

4 Racine, Oeuvres Complates, II, 1, 11. 472-474.

4 3 Lawton, "The Confidant in and Before French Classical

Tragedy, " p. 28.

4 4 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, IV, 2, 11. 1143-1146.
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using Oreste as her tool. Clhone poignantly describes Oreste's hesi-

tation in the face of the planned murder:

Oreste vous adore;

Mais de mille remords son esprit combattu

Croit tant~t son amour et tantot sa vertu.
Il respecte en Pyrrhus l'honneur du diademe;

Il respecte en Pyrrhus Achille et Pyrrhus mme;

Il craint la Grece, il craint l'univers en courroux:

Mais il se craint, dit-il, s oi-meme plus que tous. 45

As Cleone is not Oreste's confidant, but Hermione's, the following

lines take on double meaning:

Il voudrait en vainqueur vous apporter sa tte:

Le seul nom d'assassin l'spouvante et l'arrZte.

Enfin il est entr4, sans savoir dans son coeur

S'il en devait sortir coupable ou spectateur. 46

Although Cleone describes clearly Oreste's doubts in his enterprise,

they reflect also Hermione's scruples. How else can Clone

describe the turmoil in Oreste's heart, if not by mirroring Hermione's

own indecision, which culminates in the infamous "Qui te Va dit?1"47

the rejection of her complicity and guilt?

Advising moderation against Hermione's raging jealousy,

Cleone first appears to be the voice of reason, the counterpart of

her mistress, who is lost in a maze of unrequited love and injured

Ibid. , V, 2, 11. 1462-1468.

46
Ibid, , V, 2, 11. 1469-1472.

4 7 Ibid., V, 3, 1. 1543.
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pride. Cleone's subsequent persistence in expressing Oreste's

inclination towards Hermione, however, presents her in the light of

Hermione's alter ego, who loving, seeks to be loved in return.

Cleone is the link that united them in the past, when Hermione's pas -

sion was for Oreste; Cleone becomes the link in their mutual guilt.

The relationship between Andromaque and Cephise, her con-

fidant, is harmonious and calm; disruption comes only from without.

It is Ce'phise who speaks logically to advise the resigned Andromaque

through the turmoil that surrounds her; it is she who presses Andro-

maque for action: "Qu'attendez-vous? Rompez ce silence

48,
obstin14. " Cephise is also the only witness to Andromaque's con-

fession that she will remain loyal to Hector, though in doing so she

will jeopardize her son's life. Cephise's proddings reveal Andro-

maque's real motive for refusing Pyrrhus, and, as the voice of

reason, she comments:

Madame, a votre epoux c'est etre assez fiddle.

Trop de vertu pourrait vous rendre criminelle.

Lui-meme il porterait votre ame a la couceur. 49

Cephise also reminds Andromaque of her duty as mother and

pleads in Astyanax' favor, that "Ainsi le veut son fils.1"50

48Ibid.,1III, 4, 1. 895.

4 9 Ibid. , III, 8, 11. 981-983.

5 0 Ibid. , III, 8, 1. 985.
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Although it seems that Cephise embraces Pyrrhus' point of view,

regardless of Andromaque's feelings and devoid of an ethical consid-

eration, Cephise represents the objective, as opposed to the subjec-

tive self.

Through Cephise's intercession Andromaque resolves to

marry Pyrrhus, but her insistence on remaining loyal to Hector

means that she will follow him to the grave. Without Cephise's prod-

ding the audience could not understand Andromaque's treatment of

Pyrrhus. It is only then that the true motivation for Andromaque's

refusal of Pyrrhus emerges. Only in her conversations with

Cephise--not those with Pyrrhus, which center around her son--does

Andromaque become the faithful widow of Hector: "Quoi, je lui

donnerai Pyrrhus pour successeur? "51 she asks, and all her aver-

sion to a second husband, Pyrrhus or any other, becomes clearly

evident.

Faced with Andromaque's unswerving loyalty to her dead

husband, it is the confidant's function to plead Astyanax' fate, even

on the terms Pyrrhus has offered. Her objections to Andromaque

embrace Pyrrhus' view, completely as it seems, but they are the

veiled plaidoyer for Astyanax' life: "He bien, allons donc voir

5 1Ibid., 1III, 8, 1. 984.
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expirer votre fils. "2 In fact, in her appeal to Andromaque Cephise

uses Astyanax, who is but a part of Hector, as she points out: "Il

veut que Troie encore se puisse relever / Avec cet heureux fils qu'il

vous fait conserver.1"53 Moreover, to perpetuate Hector's memory,

Cephise appeals not only to Andromaque's maternal instinct, but also

to her role as mother of kings:

Quel plaisir d'hlever un enfant qu'on voit croftre,

Non plus comme un esclave eflev pour son maitre,

Mais pour voir avec lui renaftre tant de rois 4

The conflict which Cephise dramatizes, then, is between

Andromaque the mother and Andromaque the wife. 55 This dicho-

tomy also serves to point out Cephise's importance as Andromaque's

alter ego. Lawton states that when Andromaque is faced with her

tragic choice, "Cephise seems to embody Andromaque's instinctive

wish to save Astyanax by marrying Pyrrhus. 56 This fact is under-

scored when the confidant is entrusted with the care of Astyanax after

5 2 Ibid. , III, 8, 1. 1012.

53Ibid, ,IIV, 1, 11. 1051-1052.

5 4 Ibid. , IV, 1, 11. 1069-1071.

5 5 Ronald W. Tobin, "Racine and Seneca," Studies in

Romance Languages and Literature, 86 (1971), 33..

5 6 Lawton, "The Confidant in and Before French Classical
Tragedy," p. 28.
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Andromaque's suicide: "J'irai seule rejoindre Hector et mes aieux. /

Cephise, c'est a toi de me fermer les yeux.

Cephise, then, is not just the embodiment of the voice of

reason but also the exponent of a part of Andromaque's soul. De s pite

Andromaque's rhetorical references to her son's welfare, her true

desire is to remain faithful to Hector. Her loyalty extends to such

an extreme that she is prepared to abandon her son to satisfy her

passion for her lost husband. Cephise, as well as the other confi-

dants of Andromague, share the struggle of their master or mistress,

while formerly the confidant in his traditional role was but an outside

observer.

5 7 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, IV, 1, 11. 1099 -1100.



CHAPTER IV

BERENICE

The principal characters of Berenice--Titus, emperor of

Rome, Berenice, queen of Palestine, and Antiochus, king of

Comagene--are enmeshed in an intrigue of passion versus reason.

Upon being chosen emperor, Titus, who had promised to marry

Berenice, decides to break his vows to her and to accede to the will

of the senate. The senate and the people of Rome are against their

match because Roman law forbids marriage of an emperor to a for-

eigner. Antiochus, who also loves B 4 renice, sees in this decision a

chance to rekindle her interest in him. The play shows the agony of

Titus over his decision to renounce Berenice for the sake of the state

and her consent to the separation. Also Antiochus renounces his love

for her and returns to his kingdom.

In Berenice the struggle of love versus honor is similar to

that in Corneille's tragedies; in fact, Corneille himself, presumably

upon the command of Henriette d'Angleterre, wrote on the same

Robert Bruce Boswell, The Dramatic Works of Jean

Racine (London, 1908), p. 327.

40
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subject in his Tite et Berenice, also in 1670. Racine's work differs

fromCorneille's in that, in addition to compounding the psychological

involvement of his characters, Racine delves into it more deeply

on-stage. On the difference in the dramatic presentation, Knight

comments that "Racine's problem was to fill five acts with a timeless

action occupying no more than an instant, "2 while Corneille had diffi-

culty restricting himself to presenting a sufficient number of events

to show the greatness of his heroes'. Also, while Corneille's char-

acters can make a clear-cut decision between a rational, classical

love and honor, Racine's characters are faced with Ovidian love--

amour-passion--and in consequence, they become enemies of them-

selves and of their own emotions. Corneille's heroes die for their

honor, Racine's for their passion. The guilt involved in their almost

always illicit love leads to a preoccupation with death. Thus the play

progresses from an outward spectacle to an internal drama:

The new value attached to the supernatural and to death
leads finally to the interiorization of drama, a progress
from the point of view of the unities--for the scene of
action is no longer physical but psychological, now that
the debate takes place, not on the stage, but within an
individual's consciousness.

2 R. C. Knight, Racine, Modern Judgments (London, 1969),
p. 109.

3Jean Dubu, "Artistic Reasons for Racine's Silence after
Phedre, " in Racine, Modern Judgments, edited by R. C. Knight
(London, 1969), p. 222.
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Berenice, however, contains no deaths, but results in the symbolic

death of passion as opposed to duty.

As there is almost no physical action in the play, Racine

dramatically presents the psychological action, constituted by the

hopes and fears of the triangle. It is a drama which "consists in the

tension of contending feelings and acts of will, not only between the

4
different characters -but within the mind of each single character. "

Racine seems to underscore this fact by making reference to sites and

to persons in only the first two acts; he refrains from any further

allusion later on, "Comme si le poete, apres avoir situ4 les dcors

exterieurs de ce drame intime ne tournait ensuite ses regards que

5
vers le coeur de ses heros. " The drama unfolding in the hearts of

the characters is one resulting from the conflict between love and

duty, as for instance, in the case of Titus. Also in the forefront of

the drama is the conflict between the hopes and fears of Ber4 nice and

Antiochus--a conflict whose hidden aspects are articulated by the

confidants Phenice and Arsace.

Ph4 nice, Berenice's confidant, at first seems to plead

Antiochus' cause before her mistress. Yet these short interjections

4
A. F. B. Clark, Jean Racine (Cambridge, 1939), p. 44.

5
Jacques Gabriel Cahen, Le Vocabulaire de Racine (Paris,

1946), p. 117.
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serve only as an interlude, leading up to her ominous statement that

16
"Titus n'a point encore expliqu 4 sa pensee." This clear contra-

diction of Berenice's overly confident attitude casts doubts on her

assuredness and helps bring her confusion into focus. Although

Phenice uses, as it seems, only common sense, she pronounces

for the first time what Berenice is yet unable to confess to herself:

that Titus' silence is a betrayal of their love. Michaut, comment-

ing on Phenice's role, observes that

Phenice, c'est, en dehors de Berenice, ces prsenti-

ments vagues qu'elle repousse d'un ton triomphant et

que neanmoins tout au fond d'elle-m~me, elle avait da
eprouver pendant ces huit jours de deuil.

Despite Ph4 nice's valid objections -- that

Rome vous voit, Madame, avec des yeux jaloux;

La rigueur de ses lois m'epouvante pour vous;

L'hymen chez les Romains n'admet qu'une Romaine;

Rome hait tous les rois, et Ber4 nice est reine, 8

Berenice, in her response, "Le temps n'est plus, Phnice, ohi je

pouvais trembler, "1 is brushing aside her own fear of rejection;

displaying an ill-founded sense of security, she assumes that "Titus

6 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, Prf. de Pierre Clarac
(Paris, 1962), p. 292.

G, Michaut, La Berenice de Racine (Paris, 1907), p. 188.

8 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, I, 5, 11. 293-296.

9
Ibid., I, 5, 1. 297.
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m'aime; il peut tout; il n'a plus qu'a parler. "10 Obviously, Ber-

nice tries desperately to ignore the fact that he has refused to speak

of his intentions. On the effect of this silence, M. M. Olga comments

that "toutefois le silence de ces huit jours reste inquietant, et c'est

Phenice, la confidente, qui donne une voix a cette crainte. "1ll

Not only giving voice to Berenice's fear, Phnice is the

voice of reason, as she advises her mistress to examine Titus'

12
silence. In addition, she serves as go-between for Berenice and

Titus, and when she is sent away by B 4renice to request one last

interview, all the queen's fears are vested in the confidant's person:

"Phenice ne vient point!" she exclaims, and, again "Phnice ne

vient point!, " "Ph4 nice n'aura point de rdponse ' me rendre!"13

Phenice's interventions result because she cannot bear to see

Berenice and Titus part forever. Phenice relates the message that

Titus, moved to tears upon hearing of Berenice' s unconsolable dis -

tress, will appear before her at any moment. After preparing the

queen for her final interview with Titus, Phnice exits. Brnice

10

IIb id., I, 5, 1. 298.

1 1 M. M. Olga, "Le Confidant dans la tragedie de Racine,"

Revue de l'Universite Laval, VIII (September, 1953), 70.

12
Racine, Oeuvres Completes, I, 5, 1. 292.

1 3 Ibid. , IV, 1, 11. 953, 957, 959.
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is now able to genuinely act in her own behalf. B"r4nice's fears

are confirmed in her rendezvous with Titus; his defection has become

a certainty. With Phenice's exit, Berenice's fears vanish. Accept-

ing her fate, she faces her loneliness with courage.

Although Antiochus had renounced Berenice when she became

engaged to Titus, he feels it necessary to declare again his undying

love for her before he departs for his own kingdom. The fact that

this confession might be importunate on the day of her marriage to

Titus is swept aside by Arsace, his confidant: "Vous seigneur,

importune? . . . Vous, cet Antiochus, son amant autrefois?,,14 In

fact, throughout the play, Arsace supports Antiochus' efforts to obtain

Berenice's hand. It is Arsace who rekindles the flames of

Antiochus' love and sustains his fading hopes to marry her:

Arsace, c'est en dehors, d'Antiochus ces trompeuses
esperances dont sa raison se defend en vain et qui
pour quelques instants le se'duisent a chaque fois.

Arsace continually represents hope in the face of adversity vis-a-vis

Antiochus, even interpreting Bere'nice's anxious wait as a sign in

Antiochus' favor: "Et sans doute elle attend le moment favorable /

16Pour disparaftre aux yeux d'une cour qui l'accable." When

14
Ibid.s, I, 1, 11. 11, 13.

15Michaut, La Berenice de Racine, p. 188.

1 6 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, I, 3, 11. 67-68.
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Antiochus is reluctant to relay Titus' renunciation, it is Arsace who

assures his master that in time Berenice will, if only for practical

reasons, yield to him: "Cet hymen est rompu: quel soin peut vous

troubler? /Suivez les doux transports oi l'amour vous invite. "117

He assures Antiochus "N'en doutez point, seigneur, tout

succde a vos voeux. 18 Moreover, "Puisque aujourd'hui Titus

ne pretend plus lui plaire, / Songez que votre hymen lui devient

necessaire. "19 His hopes thus renewed, Antiochus prepares to face

Berenice with the dire news of Titus' refusal to keep his word.

The climax of Antiochus' endeavor occurs in Act III,

Scene 2, where his dialogue with Arsace could very well be his own

inner monologue. M. M. Olga comments:

Le confident d'Antiochus, au contraire, represente son

esperance refoul'e. La scene 2 de l'acte III de Bere-

nice nest en reality, qu'une conversation intrieure,

ou entre ses craintes fondues sur le sentiment, et son

espoir fond sur le bon sens, se debat Antiochus. Pour

Arsace, la resolution de Titus est la garantie du bon-

heur prochain d'Antiochus. 20

17Ibid. , III, 2, 11. 786-787.

18Ibid. , III, 2, 1. 797.

1 9 Ibid., III, 2, 11. 819-820.

2 001ga, "Le Confidant dans la tragddie de Racine," p. 71.
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After having confronted B r nice w ith the news of T itus'

renunciation of her, as the latter's messenger, Antiochus is deeply

wounded by her verbal attack. As he readies himself for departure,

it is again Arsace who attempts to detain him: "Moins que jamais,

21
seigneur, il faut vous eloigner.1" Arsace consoles Antiochus with

the instruction to

Laissez l ce torrent le temps ' s'ecouler:

Dans huit jours, dans un mois, n'importe, il faut

Demeurez seulement. 22 qu'il passe.

In almost ironical contrast, Arsace displays a mistaken faith in the

power of time, that is, in the effect of absence, for days and

months have a different value for the three characters. 23

Until the fifth act, Arsace appears as the living symbol of

hope; all his endeavors are summed up in his entreaty to heaven to

Ciel, conduisez mes pas, et secondez mon zele:

Faites qu'en ce moment je lui puisse annoncer

Un bonheur ou peut-8tre il nose plus penser!24

2 1 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, III, 4, 1. 929.

2 Ibid.o, III, 4, 11. 942-944.

2 3 Odette de Mourgues, Racine orThe Triumph ofRelevance

(Cambridge, 1967), p. 21.

2 4 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, V, 1, 11. 1256-1258.
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When he tells Antiochus that the queen will depart and that Titus has

not attempted to detain her, Antiochus receives the news coolly:

Que j'coute en tremblant tout ce que tu me dis;

Et mon coeur, prevenu d'une crainte importune.

Croit, meme en esperant, irriter fortune. 25

Henceforth, Arsace remains absent from the scene. For, with the

expiration of Antiochus' hope, of which he is the incarnation, Arsace

ceases to exist.

Antiochus is the victim of a reversal: since his earlier

renunciation of Berenice was incomplete, his youthful hopes must be

resurrected to establish a true acceptance of Berenice's rejection.

Doubly reinforced by the renunciation of Ber4 nice and Titus, Antio-

chus is freed of his own self-doubts and is able to accept his own

duties as king. It is through Arsace, his alter-ego, the projection

of his young hopeful self, that this change is possible. Through his

definite renunciation of Berenice he emerges as a complete human

being. Antiochus' final "Helas" points out to the audience how far

removed is the world of vain hopes and paralyzing fears from the

majesty of what has transpired. 26

2 5 Ibid., V, 2, 11. 1282-1284.

2 6 Lucien Goldmann, The Hidden God, translated by Philip

Thody (New York, 1964), p. 344.
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At the start of the action, Titus appears to have renounced

Berenice, although certain signs almost immediately deny a firm

resolution. It is Paulin, his confidant, who expressly reminds Titus

of the feeling of the Roman people: "Rome ne l'attend point pour son

imperatrice.1"27 Throughout the long monologue in which this obser-

vation occurs, Paulin reiterates the wishes of the senate and the

people, and at once reminds Titus of his duty as emperor. Adducing

historical events which parallel Titus' struggle, he betrays a duality:

he represents the part of the protagonist which is his conscience

(i. e., the super-ego)28 and at the same time he represents all those

invisible eyes which constitute society. Fermaud remarked that

Paulin is "the representative of public opinion, of Reason opposed

29
to Demesure. " Racine, by choosing Paulin as the sole orator for

senate and people, has interiorized this deliberation: he brings it

face to face with Titus. Michaut remarks on this:

Paulin, c'est en dehors de Titus, cette voix intrieure

qui crie son devoir a l'empereur romain. 30

2 7 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, II, 2, 1. 372.

2 8 Charles Mauron, "L'Inconscient dans l'Oeuvre et la

Vie de Racine," Publication des Annales, 16 (1957), 91.

2 9 Jacques A. Fermaud, "The Confidant in Literature and

Life," Modern Language Review, XLI (October, 1946), 421.

30Michaut, La Berenice de Racine, p. 188.
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Paulin always takes a strong stand vis-a-vis the faltering Titus, yet

he is also realistically assessing Berenice's virtues: "Cet amour

est ardent, il le faut confesser.1"31 And as to her political strength,

he appraises it with due accuracy: "Sur cent peuples nouveaux

,32
Berenice commande. Yet always before the vacillating Titus, his

remonstrance is for the good of the state: "Quoi! Dja vous semblez

reculer! / De vos nobles projects, seigneur, qu'il vous souvienne. "33

Paulin's influence is especially noticable in Titus' mono-

logue in the fourth act because it underscores the fact that Paulin,

despite his absence, is the emperor's alter ego. In this monologue,

Titus is divided between his roles as emperor and lover, and as he

reiterates these arguments and counter-arguments, he reveals poig-

nantly his inner division. Peter France comments on this as fol-

lows:

This use of particular arguments in justification of past
actions, attempts to find out the truth about what hap-

pened and deliberations about the future is often found

in monologues, where the speaker seems to divide into

two people, each one persuading the other--witness in

3 1 Racine, Oeuvres Compltes, II, 2, 1. 421.

3 2Ibid., II, 2, 1. 527.

3 3 Ibid., II, 2, 11. 554-556.
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such monologues the frequency of the second person

used by the speaker himself. 34

Against this inner division and turmoil it is always Paulin

who sustains Titus with his original resolution: "Seigneur, continuez,

la victoire est a vous. "35 Titus' victory then is to overcome his

inclination and all of Paulin's arguments lead to Titus' consent to see

the waiting senate where he can proclaim his renunciation of

B e renice. Titus acknowledges Paulin's reasoning and exclaims:

"Il suffit, Paulin; Nous allons les entendre.1"36 Le Bidois com-

ments on the role of Paulin in this short and admirable scene, by

saying that

. . . le role d'un simple confident sur une ame

d'empereur est en apparence plein d'empire. C'est

vraiment Paulin qui fait ici toute la force de Titus . . .

et, par le nom de Rome jete 4 mtps dans la balance,

il emporte sur l'amour meme.

Titus has made a crucial and complex decision between his

opposing roles as princely lover and imperial ruler. He has

decided that his youthful, irresponsible years are over and that he

3 4 Peter France, Racine's Rhetoric (Oxford, 1965), p. 215.

3 5 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, IV, 6, 1. 1206.

3 61bid., IV, 8, 1. 1251.

3 7 Georges Le Bidois, La Vie dans la Tragedie de Racine

(Paris, 1929), p. 161.
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must now shoulder the responsibility of his position. It was Paulin

who presented the interests of the senate and people of Rome,

and as alter ego of Titus cleared the latter's mind for the ultimate

decision:

l'absence d'un second confident aupres de Titus
n'implique nullement qu'il n'y ait qu'une solution au debat.
Elle suggere seulement l'unanimite de Rome 2 attendre
de l'Empereur une decision conforme ' la tradition
romaine, inviol.e depuis Enee et Csar. Les autres
solutions, un marriage avec Berenice, l'abdication, le
suicide, c'est l'empereur lui-meme qui plaide en leur
faveur, dans ses instants de faiblesse. Ceci sclaire
la nature exacte du conseiller dans uns situation
deliberative: pas plus que l'avocat, il ne parle en son
nom. 38

Titus' victory over himself also underscores the fact that although

Racine usually treated the subject of love as an irresistible force,

true tragedy lay in the willed renunciation of this love. T itus'

agonizing deliberations and painful resolution could only be exposed

through the intervention of Paulin.

3 8 Marc Fumaroli, "Le statut du personnage dans la
tragedie classique," Revue d'Histoire du Theatre, Paris,
MCMLXXII (July-September, 1972), 240.



CHAPTER V

MITHRIDATE

The action of Mithridate, first presented in 1673, takes

place at King Mithridate's court in Asia Minor. In an intrigue of

love and political scheming, a double tragedy is revealed: Mithri-

date discovers that his beloved cannot return his love and he is

finally defeated by the Romans.

While the king is absent on a campaign against the Romans,

Pharnace, one of his sons, upon hearing of Mithridate's death,

demands that Monime, the king's betrothed, marry him. She

rejects Pharnace on the grounds that he is pro-Roman. Although

promised in marriage to Mithridate by her father and already

reigning as queen in Mithridate's absence, Monime loves Xiphares,

the younger prince who is loyal to his father. After Mithridate's

return--because he is alive and had deceitfully spread the false

rumors of his death--he vows to punish his sons for any indiscre-

tions. At first suspecting Pharnace of coveting Monime, he

extracts through a pretext Monime's confession that it is Xiphares

whom she loves. Repelled by Mithridate's ruse, she refuses to

53
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marry him despite his threats. Mithridate continues his warfare

with the Romans and when hard pressed, stabs himself. He blesses

Monime and Xiphares' union as he dies.

As in La Thebaide, Racine portrays in Mithridate two

opposing brothers, one pro-Roman, the other a fierce enemy of Rome.

Additionally, the brothers love the same woman. Racine portrayed

passion and excessive ambition within the breast of Mithridate, who

resembles Creon of La Thbaide and like the latter, will thereby

cause his own demise. Symbolically, the drama begins with the

rumored death of Mithridate and ends with his actual suicide. Com-

menting on Mithridate's passion for Monime, Lacy Lockert main-

tains that "Racine would show how fearsome a thing the love of an

aging man can be when the man is Mithridates--its sensitiveness,

its suspiciousness, its ferocious jealousy.1

It is this jealousy which makes Mithridate tragic and which

Racine contrasts with the quiet love between Xiphares and Monime:

a tender love which has to be repressed for reasons of filial respect

and duty. This introduces the second aspect of the play: within the

events of the rumored and physical death of Mithridate, Racine

depicts Monime's and Xiphares' struggle of conscience between their

1
Lacy Lockert, Racine's Mid-Career Tragedies (Prince-

ton, 1958), p. 187.
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sensual inclinations and the limits imposed by their filial

duty.

Phoedime, confidant of Monime, constantly reminds the

princess of her commitment to Mithridate. In her opening lines, it

is she who announces the arrival of Mithridate. Her subsequent

remarks reveal her as the conscience that steadfastly reminds

Monime of her duties with regard to the king. She also issues a

thinly veiled warning concerning the danger of incurring Mithridate's

anger: "N'offenserez-vous point un roi qui vous adore. " Foremost,

Phoedime is the voice of filial duty; her entreaties repeat the father's

pledge:

Songez qu a ce grand roi promise par un pere,

Vous avez de ses feux un gage solennel 3
Qu'il peut, quand il voudra, confirmer a l'autel.

Phoedime is also arbiter of Monime's struggle against her

love for Xiphares:

Ainsi vous retombez dans les memes alarmes

Qui vous ont dans la Grece arrach4 tant de larmes;

Et toujours Xiphares revient vous traverser, 4

Racine, OeuvresCompletes, Pre'f. de Pierre Clarac

(Paris, 1962), Mithridate, II, 1, 1. 379.

3 Ibid. , II, 1, 11. 384-386.

4 Ibid. , II, 1, 11. 395-397.
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indicating that Monime has, long before the action begins, confessed

her love for Xiphares. Phoedime's influence upon Monime to resist

her love for Xiphares is strong and evident when Xiphares confesses

his love to her. Monime strongly emphasizes this in her response:

"Helas ! si tu savais, pour garder le silence, / Combien ce triste

5
coeur s 'est fait de violence," upon Phoedime's anxious questioning

in this regard.

Phoedime's belief in the validity of Mithridate's claim upon

Monime, however, makes her blind to the king's ruses. She staunchly

wards off Monime's growing suspicion that Mithridate has duped her

into admitting her love for. Xiphares: "Ah! traitez-le, Madame, avec

plus de justice: / Un grand roi descend-il jusqu'a cet artifice? 6 Yet

in maintaining Mithridate's integrity, "Jusqu'ici les effets secondent

7
sa promesse, " Phoedime is able to calm Monime's fears. This is

evident in Monime's acquiescent response: "Autant que je le puis, je

cede a tes raison; / Elles calment un peu l'ennui qui me devore. "8

5
Ib~id. , II., I, 11. 411 -412.

6Ibid., IV, 1, 11. 1147-1148.

7
Ibid. , IV, 1, 1. 1152.

8Ibid. , IV, 1, 11. 1166-1167.
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Mithridate's ruses, however, arouse a bitter reaction from

Monime. Monime's objections, first voiced in Phoedime's presence,

clear her mind, and later Monime can repeat them before Mithridate

himself. The dialogue between Monime and her confidant reveals a

hardening of Monime's attitude toward Mithridate and leads to her

final refusal of marriage. Conversely, Phoedime's intervention on

behalf of Mithridate ceases, when the king sends through the servant

Arcas poison to Monime. Phoedime's silence thereafter underv-

scores the revocation of Mithridate's claim.

Phoedime is Monime's alter-ego inasmuch as she is the

reminder of filial duty and the voice of reason. Rather than articu-

late Monime's reasoning in a lengthy monologue, the confidant once

again serves as a mirror to the protagonist:

Le confident, dans le meme order d'ides, est aussi

miroir, un miroir spirituel, offrant au hros son

"double". Non qu'il s'agisse ici d'un'dedoublement'

pathologique, comme si les hros et les heroines de

Racine souffraient de schizophrenie. Mais chaque 8tre
normal, surtout aux moment ou s'impose quelque dci-

sion importante, connait une espece de dialogue ou

il s'entretient avec lui-meme. 9

Phoedime's interjections serve to emphasize the reasons

for Monime's decision, and her interventions on Mithridate's behalf

M. M. Olga, 'Le Confidant dans la Tragedie de Racine,"

Revue de l'Universit4 de Laval, VIII (September, 1953), 68.
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also make Phoedime a suggestive symbol of Monime's opponent,

Mithridate himself. Torn between her love for Xiphares and her

duty to keep her father's word, Monime arrives at her own concept

of honor through Phoedime's intervention. It is only through their

dialogue that Monime's internal struggle, her conflict between per-

sonal honor and honor imposed by daughterly obedience, is revealed

in its entirety.

Arbate, Mithridate's confidant, plays a rather ambiguous

role at first glance. He is governor in Mithridate's absence, and

after the king's return becomes arbiter between Mithridate and

Xiphares. As mentioned, the drama unfolds among the false rumors

of Mithridate's death and his real suicide. It portrays the struggle

of a beaten warrior to carry on his quest against his enemies, as well

as the agonies of a jealous old man clinging to a young betrothed. 10

Mithridate's tragic predicament encompasses his search for a fit

successor to the throne, as well as his agonizing self-examination

which culminates in his renunciation of Monime.

Mithridate's flaw, his jealousy, is at once obvious. Upon

his return he questions Arbate--governor of Nymphe during

1 0 "The latter is in love and not yet Monime's husband.

His jealousy makes him tragic--his sons' rival with his age

against him. " Jean Dubu, "Artistic Reasons for Racine's Silence

after Phbdre, " Racine, Modern Judgments, ed. by R. C. Knight,

(London, 1969), p. 224.
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Mithridate's absence-.-not upon matters of state, but upon his sons'

conduct vis-a-vis Monime: "Quelque desir qui m'entratne aupres

d'elle, / Il faut me de leurs coeurs rendre un compte fidle. "1 i

Although aware of Xiphares' love for Monime, Arbate reports that

Xiphares has not acted upon it and instead emphasizes Xiphares' poli-

tical stand: "Et toujours avec vous son coeur d'intelligence / N'a

sembl4 respirer guerre et que vengeance." Arbate's report also

indirectly contrasts Mithridate's sons. Xiphares, as a fierce

enemy of the Romans, is the youthful image of his father, yet more

moderate in his passion. Pharnace, on the other side, has inherited

his father's egotism and daring but not his greatness. Collaborating

with the enemy, he will ultimately betray his country. As Mithri-

date becomes aware of Pharnace's treachery, his reaction reflects

solely upon his jealousy:

Traltre! pour les Romains tes laches complaisances

N' 4 taient pas a mes yeux d'assez noires offenses;

Il te manquait encor ces perfides amours 13
Pour 8tre le supplice et l'horreur de mes jours.

11
Racine, Oeuvres Completes, II, 3, 11. 479-480.

12
Ibid.1, I, 3, 11. 499-500.

13 Ibid., III, 1, 11. 979-982.
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Rather than condemning Pharnace's disloyalty to his people and his

state, Mithridate is consumed with Pharnace's perfidy on a personal

level. He reacts not as a ruler, but as an offended rival in love.

Mithridate's jealousness als o clouds his judgment of

Xiphares. The latter, because of his loyalty to his father and his

enmity for the Romans, had previously enjoyed Mithridate's approba-

tion:

Je veux bien distinguer Xiphares de son frere:
Je sais que, de tout temps a mes ordres soumis,
Il hait autant que moi nos communs ennemis. 14

But now, because of his love for Monime, Xiphares likewise becomes

a traitor in Mithridate's eyes: "Tout m'abandonne ailleurs; et toi

mon fils, aussi!" 15 This remark demonstrates Mithridate's isola-

tion from others and from himself, an isolation created by his exces-

sive jealousy.

Monime's refusal to marry Mithridate unleashes his fury

with a vengeance. His monologue portrays his inner turmoil in its

entirety; revealing his own alienation, he questions: "Qui suis-je?

Est-ce Monime? Et suis-je Mithridate?"16 Despite his inability

14
Ibid., II, 3, 11. 464-466.

1 5 Ibid. , 111, 4, 11. 1013-1014.

16 Ibid., IV, 5, 1. 1383.
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to differentiate between his enemies and his friends, "sans distinguer

entre eux qui je hais ou qui j'aime,1" he disclaims his love for

Monime and decides to kill not only her, but als o his tw o s ons. Then

he remembers Xiphares' loyalty in his war against Rome:

Ton fils !
Un fils que /Rome craint! qui peut venger son pere!
Pourquoi repandre un sang qui m'est si ncessaire? 18

Deciding that his son is essential for a successful revenge, the king

determines to save him. In his vacillations Mithridate is at once

resolved to give Monime to Xiphares, and at the same time to punish

her for her refusal. Confounding even honor on the battlefield with

personal honor, he exclaims:

Et vous, heureux Romains, quel triomphe pour vous
Si vous saviez ma honte, et qu'un avis fiddle
De mes aches combats vous port t la nouvelle !19

His tormented self-examination culminates in his conces -

sion,

Ah! qu'il eat mieux valu, plus sage et plus heureux,
Et repoussant les traits d'un amour dangereux,
Ne pas laisser remplir d'ardeurs empoisonnees
Un coeur deja glace par le froid des annees !20

17 Ibid. , IV, 5, 1. 1391.

18 Ibid. , IV, 5, 11. 1394-1396.

1 9Ibid , IV, 5, 11. 1410-1412,

2 0Ibid. , IV, 5, 11. 1417-1420.
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Thus he finally admits that his age should keep him from insisting

upon his rightful, yet ironic, claim upon Monime's word. Mithri-

date's soul-searching finally ends with the question: "De ce trouble

fatal par oi' dois-je sortir?" 21 This is juxtaposed to Arbate's report

on political events. While mirroring Mithridate's inner tumult with

the disorder among Mithridate's soldiers whom Pharnace has incited

to mutiny, Arbate's announcements concern matters of state, which

clearly contrast Mithridate's self-preoccupation. Arbate's report

focuses on the importance of loyalty concerning matters of state, as

he comments on Xiphares' stand against the rebelling troops:

L'a deja fait descendre et courir vers le port;
Et l'on dit que, suivi d'un gros d'amis fidles,
On l'a vue se meler au milieu des rebelles. 22

When Arbate appears before Monime as Mithridate's agent,

conveying the king's pardon, Arbate again contrasts Pharnace's

23treachery with Xiphares' loyalty, "Xiphares toujours rest4 fiddle,"

reaffirming his trust in him. Arbate's pledge of allegiance to

Xiphares in the first act, when Mithridate is only believed dead,

21Ibid. , IV, 5, 1. 1421.

22Ibid., IV, 5, 11. 1437-1440.

2 3 Ibid., V, 4, 1. 1619.
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"Apres la mort du roi, je vous sers contre tous, ,24 thus does not

express disloyalty, but foreshadows the end of the play, when Mithri-

date himself will bestow the crown on Xiphares. Likewise, Arbate's

warning against Pharnace's treachery,

Du reste, ou mon credit n'est plus qu'une ombre vaine,
Ou Pharnace, laissant le Bosphore en vos mains,
Ira jouir ailleurs des bonts des Romains, 2 5

is echoed in Mithridate's dying remarks:

Tot ou tard il faudra que Pharnace perisse;
Fiez-vous aux Romains du soin de son supplice. 26

Arbate, as Mithridate's confidant, is the antithesis of the

king. As Mithridate's reasonable alter ego, he contrasts the king's

demesure and the isolation which great passion creates. While

Mithridate through his jealousy loses sight of his duties as potentate--

to defeat his enemies and to insure the integrity of his throne--Arbate's

regard is for the state. Arbate's silence concerning Xiphares' love

for Monime is but a temporary move for political expediency. His

esteem for Xiphares' loyalty--and also for the continuation of Mithri-

date's exploits--is echoed by Mithridate's generosity after the latter

has overcome his jealousy. Mithridate, formerly the ferocious

2 4 Ibid., I, 1, 1. 122.

2 5 Ibid., I, 1, 11. 127-130.

2 6 Ibid., V, 5, 11. 1692-1693.
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warrior, grows weary of tyranny and becomes concerned for his

peace of mind and for the best form of government for his people.

Displaying nobility of soul, he renounces his selfish passion and

simultaneously confirms his successor. Thus it might be said that

he moves gradually toward the full realization of his kingship.



CHAPTER VI

BRITANNICUS

Britannicus, presented in 1669, shows Britannicus' death,

as well as Neron's corruption, as the monstre naissant. While

,2Racine admits about this work "J'ai le plus travaille," it was at

first not blessed with the success he had anticipated. Agrippine

resents the ingratitude of her son Neron, whom she has placed on the

throne over the legitimate claim of Britannicus, her stepson by

Claudius. Neron had kidnapped Junie, the intended bride of Britan-

nicus, and he seeks to renounce his own wife, Octavie, Britannicus'

sister. Narcisse, tutor of Britannicus, betrays his master's trust

and incites Neron to cast off his wife and to kill Britannicus. By

this move he aims to eliminate the legitimate heir to the throne and

desires to weaken Agrippine's powerful influence on Ndron. In an

interview with Agrippine Neron promises to release Junie, to recon-

cile himself with Britannicus, and to see Agrippine whenever she

Racine, Oeuvres Completes, Pref. de Pierre Clarac
(Paris, 1962), p. 142.

2 Ibid. , p. 143.
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wishes. Yet Neron retracts all his promises: during the feigned

reconciliation with his half-brother, he poisons Britannicus. Junie

escapes to the temple to take orders as a vestal virgin and Narcisse,

who had rushed out to prevent her from doing so, is torn apart by the

crowd. Agrippine can only foresee the terrible end for Neron.

Thus, as in Racine's other tragedies, the themes in Britannicus are

unrequited love and fatal passion, reinforced here by the portrayal

of Neron's developing corruption.

The treatment of Racine's dramas heretofore has centered

on the confidant as a benevolent influence upon the principal figure.

The confidant's interventions and objections in the face of Ovidian

love have revealed the confidant as a voice of reason, the alter ego

of the character who is lost in his passion. Also, by the alternatives

which the confidant has placed before the protagonist, he has provided

an assimilation of the contrasting views of protagonist and antagonist;

or, through argumentation, he has provided avenues for a final deci-

sion. In Britannicus the confidant's loyalty appears questionable.

Moreover, the confidant as the hero's rationalistic alter ego no

longer appears entirely honest or ethical. Whereas in the dramas

discussed previously the confidant was exerting a wholesome influence

over the impulsive and willful hero, with Britannicus the confidant

emerges as the projection of those sinister drives which the
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protagonist refuses to face or which he strives to suppress. Mauron

comments on this development as follows: "La partie de la person-

nalite ,qui refoule l'autre a pris en mains les leviers de commande et

dirige."3 Referring to similar examples in literature, he continues

Elle correspond au moi volontaire -- moral avec Don
Quichotte, immoral avec Don Juan, peu importe.
Sancho Panpa ou Leporello, le moi refoul4, subalterne,
ne fait que suivre, en exprimant ses dsirs et ses
critiques. Il figure, de fapon tres large la masse des
tendances inconscientes, depouillees du droit d'agir,
mais non pas du droit de se faire entendre. 4

By lending voice to those immoral desires of the character, however,

the confidant offers him a more deliberate choice between good and

evil and with it a more individualized notion of justice.

Another dimension is added to the relationship between the

principal figure and the confidants, who play the role of alter ego of

one character and then another. In Britannicus, for example, as

Gerd Schrammen has pointed out,

wird dieses Verh'ltnis besonders deutlich an Nar-
cisse, der als Vertrauter von Britannicus in Gegners chaft
zu diesem steht--eine Gegnerschaft, die in der
Ermordung Britannicus gipfelt--und zugleich eine

3
Charles Mauron, "L'Inconscient dans I'Oeuvre et la Vie

de Racine, " Publications des Annales, 16 (1957), 33.

4 Ibid., p. 33.
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Verdoppelung Nerons, dessen Anschla'ge gegen Britan-
nicus er ausfiihrt. 5

Narcisse then is not to be regarded as Britannicus' confidant at all,

but rather as confidant and alter ego to Neron, because he intensifies

the latter's temptation to rid himself of Britannicus. Fittingly, as

Neron submits to the evil persuasiveness of Narcisse, Burrhus, tutor

of Neron, becomes ineffective in his attempts to avert the tragedy.

Whereas Odette de Mourgues sees in this a mere economical use of

the confidants, 6 Fermaud regards them as an antithetical projec-

tion:

This is where the antithetic role of the confidant is most
obvious, in endless stichomythies on suicide, govern-
ment (concept of the "bon Prince"), free will, "sou-
verain Bien" . . . to make the situation still more
antithetic, the hero, like Nero in the Britannicus of
Racine, has two confidants, one good, the other evil. 7

The confidants then are external aspects of the hero's ethos to empha-

size the inner dynamism of the action.

5
Gerd Schrammen, "Zur Funktion des Confident bei

Racine," Germanisch-Romanische Monatsschrift, XX (Heidelberg,
1970), 395.

6 Odette de Mourgues, Racine or The Triumph of Relevance
(Cambridge, 1967), pp. 90-91.

7
Jacques A. Fermaud, "The Confidant in Literature and

Life," Modern Language Review VLI (October, 1946), 421.
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Albine, confidant to Agrippine, has but a minor role in the

drama, but she exposes at once all the restlessness and suspicion

pervading the play. Simultaneously, her opening lines, "Quoi!

tandis que Neron s'abandonne au sommeil, / Faut-il que vous veniez

8
attendre son reveil, " elicit Agrippine's acknowledgement of her

apprehensions. In Albine's presence Agrippine can now articulate

her presentiments with regard to N 4ron: "les chagrins qu'il me

cause / M'occuperont assez tout le temps qu'il repose.1" This

remark stresses then at the same time the juxtaposition of Agrippine's

awakened fears and the still slumbering malice of Nron.

Having placed Neron on the throne so that she could rule

through him, Agrippine has become aware of his maneuversto

eliminate her dominance over him. In the face of Agrippine's appre-

hensions, Albine's reassertions emphasize Agrippine's own guilt in

Neron's ascent to power:

Vous qui, deshritant le fils de Claudius,
Avez nomm4 Cesar l'heureux Domitius?
T out lui parle, madame, en faveur d'Agrippine.
Il vous doit s on amour. 10

8 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, I, 1, 11. 1-2.
9Ibid. , I, 1, l1. 7-8.

10Ibid., I, 1, 11. 17-20.
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Continuing to argue in Neron's favor, Albine points out that Nron

has reigned justly for three years and at least superficially has

shown no change in his behavior toward Agrippine: "Mais ce Neron

pour vous n'est plus ce qu'il doit etre, / Du moins son changement

ne vient pas jusqu'a nous. "11 Albine's placid listening contrasts

dramatically with Agrippine's belated anguish, and she has but a

weak objection, "Mais prendre contre un fils tant de soins super-

12
flus," when Agrippine tells her that she will continue her power

struggle with Ne'ron through intrigues. While throughout this scene

Agrippine is consumed by her suspicion, it is Albine who pleads in

favor of Neron, a stand which leads to her practical advice:

Ah! si de ce souppon votre ame est prevenue,
Pourquoi nourrissez-vous le venin qui vous tue?
Allez avec Cesar vous 4 claircir du moins. 13

This solution, however, is rendered impotent by Nron's deceit.

Albine's enumeration of the arguments in Nron's favor

externalizes Agrippine's suppressed guilt. While superficially

Albine calms Agrippine's apprehension, we perceive her as Agrip-

pine's alter ego, portraying in her complacency Agrippine's former

11
Ibid., I, 1, 11. 76-77.

12 Ibid. , I, 1, 1. 73.

13 Ibid. , I, 1, 11. 115-117.
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blindness to Neron's actions. Her stand for Neron is also an

indirect indictment of Agrippine's crimes, crimes which have ele-

vated Neron to the throne and are reflected in the emperor's own

corruption.

As Agrippine's conscience, Albine pleads for help for the

distraught Nron:

Si vous l'abandonnez plus longtemps sans secours,
Que sa douleur bient t n'attente sur ses jours.

Le temps presse: courez. Il ne faut qu'un caprice;
Il se perdrait, madame. 14

This remark not only focuses on Agrippine's responsibility toward

Neron, but also mirrors Agrippine's own break-down in the contest of

corruption and intrigue. She still hopes for a reversal of N5ron's

wickedness:

Allons voir jusqu'oni vont ses transports;

Voyons quel changement produiront ses remords;
S'il voudra desormais suivre d'autres maximes. 15

However, she has already predicted her own and Neron's future:

"C'en est fait, le cruel n'a plus rien qui l'arrete; / Le coup qu'on ma

A 16
predit va tomber sur ma tete.1"

14
Ibid., V, 8, 11. 1761-1764.

15 Ibid. ,.V, 7, 11. 1765-1767.

16 Ibid., V, 7, 11. 1699-1700.
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More important in the drama, Burrhus, tutor of Neron,

appears at first as porte-parole and as go-between for N'ron and

Agrippine. He confirms this responsibility toward his charge to

Agrippine: "Vous m'avez de Cesar confie la jeunesse, / Je Vavoue;

et je dois m'en souvenir sans cesse.1"17 He also points out to

Agrippine that she is now but a subject of the emperor: "Ce n'est

plus votre fils, c'est le malitre du monde, "18 reminding Agrippine

of Neron's greater role, not merely that of son but of an accom-

plished statesman. As Burrhus extols Neron's past actions as

emperor, he refers to his own accountability: "J'en dois compte,

madame, 'laempire romain. "19 In trying to calm Agrippine's

apprehensions by defending Junie's abduction, Burrhus also dis-

misses the possibility that Narcisse could influence Neron adversely:

Ah! si dans l'ignorance il le fallait instruire,
N'avait-on que Seneque et moi pour le seduire?
Pourquoi de sa conduite eloigner les flatteurs?
Fallait-il dans l'exil chercher des corrupteurs? 2 0

Nevertheless, he is suspicious of one influence- -that of

Agrippine herself--which is evident when he warns the emperor:

17 Ibid. , I, 2, 11. 175-176.

1 8 Ibid., 1,2, :. 180.
19 Ibid. , I, 2, 1. 181.

2 0 Ibid., I, 2, 11. 183-186.
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"Agrippine, seigneur, est toujours redoutable. "21 When in order

to render Neron powerless, Agrippine threatens to reveal their

shared crimes, Burrhus silences her. He admonishes Agrippine, and

alluding to her involvement to put Neron on the throne,he tells her:

"Sur tant de fondements sa puissance etablie / Par vous-meme

Ut A 22
aujourd'hui ne peut tre affaiblie."22 Thus Burrhus confirms simul-

taneously Neron's present power and Agrippine's impotence. Burrhus

goes on to excuse Neron of his offenses: "L'empereur n'a rien fait

qu'on ne puisse excuser. " 23 In regard to Burrhus' justifications of

Neron, Mauron calls him

Une conscience basculante, alternativement au service
des valeurs et des fonctions, tant 6t reprouve les actes
interdits (quand elle prend un peu d'ascendant et domine),
tant t sert a les excuser, a les justifier machiavlique-
ment . . . Burrhus n'est donc pas aussi loin de Nar-
cisse qu'on le pense: il plaide longtemps pour les vices
de Neron. 24

While still ready to overlook Neron's misdeeds, Burrhus'

reminder to Agrippine,

21Ibid., III, 1, 1. 768.

22Ibid., III, 3, 11. 867-868.

23Ibid., III, 3, 1. 822.

2 4 Charles Mauron, "L'Inconscient dans l'Oeuvre et la
Vie de Racine," Publication des Annales, 16 (1957), 113-114.
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Quoiqu'il soit votre fils, et meme votre ouvrage,
Il est votre empereur. Vous etes, comme nous,
Sujette ' ce pouvoir qu'il a repu de vous, 25

confirms the power and necessity of the state and their duty in regard

to it. But Burrhus soon witnesses the witheringof all moral sense

in the emperor when Neron threatens to destroy Britannicus:

"J'embrasse mon rival, mais c'est pour lV'touffe r. ,26 It is only

then that Burrhus recognizes the extent of Neron's depravity, and he

concedes

Enfin, Burrhus, Neron decouvre son genie;
Cette ferocit4 que tu croyais flchir
De tes faibles liens est prete 'a s'affranchir,
En quels excbs peut-etre elle va se repandre!

His admission pathetically underscores his impotence vis-a-vis

Neron.

Confronted with Neron's admission that he does not intend

to keep the promises made to Agrippine, Burrhus condemns Neron

for his progressively evil conduct. Divining that Neron has not

acted solely by himself, he seeks to find out the instigator: "Non,

quoi que vous disiez, cet horrible dessein / Ne fut jamais, seigneur,

25
Racine, Oeuvres Completes, IV, 1, 11. 1108-1110.

26 Ibid., IV, 3, 1. 1314.

2 7 Ibid., III, 2, 11. 800-803.
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conu dans votre sein. "28 Pleading for him to renew his former

habits of virtuous action, "Vertueux jusqu'ici, vous pouvez toujours

A 29
l'etre,"9 and allaying N'ron's fear of his mother's intrigues,

Burrhus obtains Neron's promise for a reconciliation with Britanni-

cus. Burrhus' influence is obvious in Neron's subsequent objections.

The juxtaposition of the two scenes, first with Burrhus, then with

Narcisse, demonstrates perfectly Neron's inner turmoil. As Paul

Janet points out,

Ces deux 4 tats de conscience sont parfaitement opposes
l'un a l'autre dans les deux scenes de Britannicus, qui
se succedent: celle de Burrhus et celle de Narcisse.
L'un et l'autre en effet essaient de persuader Ndron,
mais l'un dune maniere directe, lPautre d'une maniere
indirecte, l'un s'adressant h la raison et au coeur,
l'autre a l'imagination et aux passions . . . 30

Symbolically Burrhus' exit represents the departure of Nron's

noble sentiments; his mercy and compassion have left. With Nar-

cisse's entrance, Neron s fiendish nature has stepped in.

As the former tutor and well-meaning counselor, Burrhus

attempts to conciliate by rational persuasion the forces undermining

the court. His conduct reflects the attitude that Nron, as its

Z8 Ibid. , IV, 3, 11. 1325-1326.

2 9 Ibid. , IV, 3, 1. 1340.

3 0 Paul Janet, "La Psychologie dans les Tragedies de
Racine,," Revue des Deux Mondes, 45 (September 15, 1875), 286.
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jects. At first supporting Neron's desire to rule independently,

Burrhus underestimates Neron's weakness and depravity. As Nron's

rejected conscience, Burrhus is fated to weep, as he explains it,

for "Britannicus, Cesar et tout l'stat. 1'31 In fact, it is he alone

who recognizes Neron's threat to the common good: "Qu'il ne m'eat

pas donned, par ce triste attentat, / Un gage trop certain des malheurs

de l'etat!"32 Impotent in his attempt to stop Neron, Burrhus

expresses the desire to pay with his own life for the emperor's mis-

deeds, as he remarks:

Qu'il achieve, madame, et qu'il fasse prir
Un ministre importun qui ne le peut souffrir.
Helas ! loin de vouloir eviter sa colere,
La plus soudaine mort me sera la plus chere. 3

Thus he affirms that he can never desert Rome nor the old principles

by which he has lived.

Although he is tutor to Britannicus, Narcisse's loyalty to

the latter is at once questionable. Rather than intervene to obtain

Junie's release from Neron, Narcisse suggests instead that Britan-

nicus join forces with Agrippine against Neron. Feigning sympathy

3 1 Racine, Oeuvres Compites, V, 5, 1. 1646.

3 2 IbidPV, 7, 11. 1705-1706.

33 Ibid., V, 7, 11. 1713-1716.
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with Britannicus' isolation at first, he points out the irony of their

relationship: "C'est a vous de choisir des confidents discrets, /

Seigneur, et de ne pas prodiguer vos secrets.1"34 This remark

reveals Britannicus' flaw, his misplaced trust, and while Britannicus

admits, "mais cette defiance / Est toujours d'un grand coeur la

derniere science; / On le trompe longtemps, "35 he is too willing to

forgive and trust again when he should be wary of a more serious

betrayal. Narcisse freely admits to Neron his treachery toward

Britannicus:

Non, non; Britannicus s 'abandonne a ma foi;
Par son ordre, seigneur, il croit que je vous vois,
Que je m'informe ici de tout ce qui le touche,
Et veut de vos secrets etre instruit par ma bouche. 36

While more active in sustaining Neron in his evil intents,

Narcisse's effect on Britannicus is equally poisonous. Activated

solely by malice, he suggests to Britannicus that Junie had succumbed

to the emperor's wooing:

Peut-etre elle fuyait pour se faire chercher,
Pour exciter Neron par la gloire penible,
De vaincre une fiert4 jusqu'alors invincible. 3

3 4 Ibid. , I, 4, 11. 337-338.

35
Ibid., I, 4, 11. 339-341.

36Ibid. , I., 2, 11. 513-516.

3Ibid.,III, 6, 11. 950-952.



The subsequent confrontation between the lovers reveals the decep-

tion; but it also spurs Narcisse to report their meeting to Nron,

who, blinded by his jealousy, orders the couple's confinement.

Since Britannicus' own nobility and good faith are his undoing,

why does he place his trust in the evil Narcisse? Racine, in his

Seconde Preface, comments on this as follows:

Il ne faut pas s'etonner, s'il n'a aupres de lui qu'un aussi
mechant homme que Narcisse: car il y avait longtemps
qu'on avait donned ordre qu'il n'y eut aupres de Britanni-
cus que des gens qui n'eussent ne foi ni honneur. 38

Incapable of honor, Narcisse s serpentine character is closer to

Neron's real nature; first as a means of self-preservation, then

opportunistically seeking power, Narcisse extends his influence over

the young emperor.

Neron, weak and immature, is still dependent upon the advice

of his counselors since he is seeking to escape his mother's influence.

Nurturing the seed of pride already present in the young emperor's

soul, Narcisse plays a vital part in the perpetration of Nron's

crimes. Narcisse flatters Neron upon the kidnapping of Junie:

Graces aux dieux, seigneur, Junie entre vos mains
Vous assure aujourd'hui du reste des Romains.

Tout vous rit: la fortune obit 'a vos voeux.

38
Ibid., p. 144.

3 9 Ibid., II, 2, 11. 373-381.
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In a subtle and casual manner, he seeks not so much to destroy

directly, as to coax or argue Neron into an attitude that will result in

destruction. Narcisse sustains Neron in the use of force in regard

to Junie: "Maftre, n'en doutez point, d'un coeur dja charmed, /

Commandez qu'on vous aime, et vous serez aim";40 and supporting

Neron's vanity, Narcisse maintains: "Quoi donc! qui vous arrete,

Seigneur? "141

Narcisse's malice is coupled with a shrewd insight into

INeron s uncertainties. In order to persuade the latter to secure a

divorce, he recalls all the divorces of past emperors, and challenges

Neron with the query: "Vous seul, jusqu'ici, contraire ' vos dsirs, /

N'osez par un divorce assurer vos plaisirs.,42 And to diminish

Neron's qualms towards his mother's intentions, he adds:

N'etes-vous pas, seigneur, votre maitre et le sien?
Vous verrons-nous toujours trembler sous sa tutelle?
Vivez, rdgnez pour vous: c'est trop regner pour elle.

Exploiting Neron's ambition and jealousy, Narcisse will unmask

Neron's hidden vices with a horrifying virtuosity. Thus, in order to

4 0 Ibid. , II, 2, 11. 457-458.

4 1 Ibid. II, 2, 1. 460.
4 2 bi.

Ibid.i,. II, 2, 11. 481-482.

4 3 Ibid., II, 2, 11. 490-492.
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weaken Agrippine's position, he plants the seed for Britannicus'

destruction. As Neron orders Narcisse to torment the heart-broken

Britannicus with Junie's apparent faithlessness, Narcisse's wicked-

ness again comes to the foreground:

La fortune t'appelle une seconde fois,

Narcisse: voudrais-tu r e sister 'a sa voix?

Suivons jusques au bout ses ordres favorables;44
Et, pour nous rendre heureux, perdons les miserables.

Narcisse's reports on Junie and Britannicus' meeting, which

inflame Neron's jealousy, lead to Narcisse's direct provocation to

murder: "Seigneur, j'ai tout prevu pour une mort si juste: / Le

poison est tout pret. "45 While in the beginning Neron dismisses the

idea of Britannicus' assassination, and Narcisse ostensibly rejects

any personal interest, "Je me garderai bien de vous en dtourner, /

Seigneur, "46 Neron falls victim to Narcisse's persuasion. Nar -

cisse's claim that Britannicus would do likewise, "Mais peut-tre

il fera ce que vous n'osez faire, "4 suggests that Ne'ron's rejection

of the evil deed is not based on moral objections, but on cowardice.

After arguments that incite Neron's jealousy of Britannicus,

4 4 Ibid. , II, 8, 11. 757-760.

4 5 Ibid. , IV, 4, 11. 1391-1392.

4Ibid.,IV, 4, 11. 1401-1402.

I i~d. , IV, 4, 1. 1408.
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Narcisse reproaches Neron's submission to Agrippine and Burrhus,

promising him: "Vous seriez libre alors, seigneur. "148 He provokes

him ultimately with "Ah! ne voulez-vous pas les forcer ' se taire? "49

It is the association of one idea with another, from Britan-

nicus to Junie to finally Agrippine, adeptly joined by Narcisse, that

removes Neron's scruples. Whereas at the beginning of the scene

Neron recants his resolution to destroy Britannicus and candidly

requests advice from Narcisse: "Mais, Narcisse, dis-moi, que

50
veux-tu que je fasse,1"5 he is at the end merely feigning solicita-

tion for help, when he remarks: "Viens, Narcisse: allons voir ce

51
que nous devons faire. " But it is not, however, Neron himself

who passes consciously from one position to the other: it is Narcisse's

series of suggestions which carry him closer to the goal of Narcisse

and which finally bring to the surface his own suppressed thoughts.

Inflating the evil side of Neron's nature, Narcisse smothers the few

noble sentiments the emperor still has. Although he has considerably

more than "trois ans de vertu" on his conscience, it is only through

4 8 Ibid., IV, 4, 1. 1465.

4 9 Ibid. , IV, 4, 1. 1479.

5 0 Ibid., IV, 4, 1. 1423.

5 1 Ibid., IV, 4, 1. 1480.
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the instigations of Narcisse that Neron drifts from ill-defined trans-

gressions to the premeditated murder of his brother. Neron is

blind to the menace of his despotic second self which stifles his better

impulses, although his cruelty has always been present: as Burrhus

says very aptly, "Ses yeux indifferents ont dejA la constance / D'un

tyran dans le crime endurci des l'enfance. "52 Seconded by Narcisse,

as the projection of this other self, all restraints with Neron are

broken. Succumbing to fratricide, he has but begun his final

irrevocable surrender to evil.

52Ibid., V, 7, 11. 1711-1712.



CHAPTER VII

PHEDRE

Phedre, presented in 1677, is based primarily on Euripides'

account of the story of Phedre's love for her stepson Hippolyte.1

News arrives that Phedre's husband, These, has died abroad. Thus

freed from her marital ties, Phedre, encouraged by her confidant

Oenone, reveals her passion to Hippolyte. The young man rejects

her with horror, partly out of filial loyalty, but also because he is

drawn to Aricie, the sole survivor of his father's enemies. These's

death was a false rumor; he suddenly appears and perceives that

something has happened during his absence. To save her mistress

from disgrace, Oenone accuses Hippolyte of harboring evil designs

on Phedre. As Hippolyte refuses to defend himself against the denun-

ciation, These calls on Neptune to destroy him. It is Aricie, in love

with Hippolyte, who intimates to Thesee that Oenone has misled him.

Thesee demands an explanation, but it is too late: Oenone has com-

mitted suicide, and Neptune has carried out the destruction of

Racine, Oeuvres Completes, Pref. de Pierre Clarac
(Paris, 1962), p. 246.
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Hippolyte. Phedre, after taking poison, confesses her guilt and

dies.

The action of Phedre centers on the gradual emergence of the

illicit love of its heroine. Racine traces this theme from Phedre's

involuntary confession of her feelings to Oenone, to her declaration to

Hippolyte, and finally to her avowal of her incestuous inclinations to

Thesee. Although Racine admits to the ambiguity of his heroine,

"Phedre nest ni tout 'a fait coupable, ni tout a fait innocente, "2 he

insists that she is victim of her fate and the fury of the gods; her

crime is rather a divine punishment than an act of will. He also

deemed the slander of Hippolyte "quelque chose de trop bas et de

trop noir pour la mettre dans la bouche d'une princesse, "3 and

expressly mentioning his change of the ancient myth, he assigns this

treacherous act to Oenone. Oenone's part then consists in articulat-

ing and exteriorizing Phedre's shameful impulses, and thereby mak-

ing concrete the latter's negative, evil traits.

In direct contrast to Oenone, Ismene, confidant to Aricie,

has but a minor role in the tragedy. Through Ismene Aricie

learns of Thesee's death and in the face of Aricie's pessimism,

2
Ibid. , p. 246.

3 Ibid. , p. 246.
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Ismene anticipates a reversal of her mistress' fate: "Aricie, ' la

fin, de son sort est matresse, / Et bientot a ses pieds verra toute la

Grece. "4 Continuing to dispel Aricie's doubts concerning this

news, she persists, "Non, madame, les dieux ne vous sont plus

contraires, "5 echoing the predominant themes of destiny and the

omnipotence of the gods in the play.

Assuring Aricie that Hippolyte does not harbor the same

intransigent attitude against her as did his father, Ismene moreover

reveals Hippolyte's infatuation for Aricie:

Des vos premiers regards je l'ai vu se confondre;
Ses yeux, qui vainement voulaient vous 4 viter,
Deja pleins de langueur, ne pouvaient vous quitter. 6

That Hippolyte loves Aricie in spite of himself is also perceived by

Ismene: "Le nom d'amant peut-etre offense son courage; / Mais il en

a les yeux, s'il n'en a le langage. "7 It is obvious that Ismene arti-

culates what Aricie must have suspected herself. Ismene becomes

the voice of hope, the projected desire to be loved in return. Also,

Ismene's interjections serve to elicit Aricie's subsequent aveu of

4 Ibid. , II, 1, 11. 373-374.

5Ibid. ,II, I, 1. 377.

6 Ibid., II, 1, 11. 410-412.

7Ibid., I, 1, 11. 413-414.



her love for Hippolyte. M. M. Olga comments on Ismene's role as

follows:

Cette confidente nWest qu'une autre Aricie en conversa-
tion avec elle-meme. Tel est son role, si bien mis en
lumiere par Jean-Louis Barrault: "La vritable
jeunesse d'Aricie, ecrit-il, c'est Ismene qui la traduit.

Ismene, c'est Aricie sans le malheur au bout.
C'est le double ensoleillk d'Aricie. "8

Although she has no direct impact on the tragedy, it is

through Ismene's intervention that Aricie confronts her own inclina-

tion for Hippolyte. This disclosure of her feelings mirrors the scene

of confession between Phedre and Oenone, but it also prepares the

scene of Hippolyte's avowal of his love. As is implicit in the mytho-

logical background of her name, referring to ideas of knowledge,

9
purity and restoration, Ismene is the extension of Aricie's youth and

innocence. Both figures comprise the antitheses of Phedre's and

Oenone's guilt.

At first glance, the relationship between Hippolyte and his

tutor Theramene seems to be analogous to that of Phedre and Oenone,

since Theramene too hears of the forbidden love of his master. While

M. M. Olga, 'Le Confidant dans la Tragedie de Racine,"Revue de l'Universit4 de Laval, VIII (September, 1953), 72.

9 Marion Monaco, "Racine's Naming of 'Greek' Confidantesand Handmais, " Romanic Review, 2 (April, 1961), 108-109.
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Hippolyte tells Theramene that he will soon depart to test himself in

heroic exploits to equal his father's, it is Thramene who prods

Hippolyte into an avowal of his love! Suspecting another motive for

the prince's haste to depart, and referring to Hippolyte's recent con-

duct, Theramene proceeds to question Hippolyte:

Avouez-le, tout change; et, depuis quelques jours,
On vous voit moins souvent, orgueilleux et sauvage,
Tantot, faire voler un char sur le rivage,
Tantot, savant dans l'art par Neptune invent4.
Rendre docile au frein un coursier indompte. 110

While Hippolyte insists that he has sworn chastity, Thramene evokes

the circumstances of the prince's birth:

Quels courages Venus n'a-t-elle pas domptes?
Vous-meme, oh seriez-vous, vous qui la combattez,
Si toujours Antiope ' ses lois oppose
D'une pudique ardeur n'eat brule pour Th4see? 11

Thus he establishes again the theme of the power of the gods, of

heredity, and of destiny. Aware of Hippolyte's inner turmoil he

adds,

Il n'en faut point douter. Vous aimez, vous brlez !
Vous perissez d'un mal que vous dissimulez.
La charmante Aricie a-t-elle su vous plaire? 12

Racine, Oeuvres Completes, I, 1, 11. 128-132.

11 Ibid., I, 1, 11. 123-126.

12 Ibid., I, 1, 11. 135-137.
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Exposing Hippolyte's secret, he continues to dismiss the prince's

objections that the unfortunate object of his love is Aricie, his

father's enemy.

Theramene's insistence that "Enfin d'un chaste amour

pourquoi vous effrayer, "13 appeases Hippolyte's moral objections

and allows him to confess his love to Aricie. Describing his turmoil

to her,

Mon arc, mes javelots, mon char, tout m'importune;
Je ne me souviens plus des lemons de Neptune;
Mes seuls gemissements font retentir les bois,
Et mes coursiers oisifs ont oublie ma voix, 14

he is but echoing Theramene's words. Martin Turnell comments on

this as follows: "it was Thdramene who 'opened Hippolyte's eyes'

by his changing condition rather than parental opposition to marriage

by Aricie. " 15

Lending voice to Hippolyte's inclinations, Thramene is

excluded from the drama engulfing his charge. Hippolyte's horror

of Phedre must be buried within himself: "Phedre . . . Mais non,

1Ibid. , I, 1., 1. 119.

14 Ibid. , II, 2, 11. 549-552.

1 5 Martin Turnell, -Jean Racine, Dramatist (New York,
1972), p. 259.
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grands dieux! qu'en un profond oubli / Cet horrible secret demeure

enseveli!"16

Impotent vis--vis the rage of the gods, Thramene is but

the executor of Hippolyte's will:

Voux dire d'un heros la volonte derniere,
Et m'acquitter, seigneur, du malheureux emploi
Dont son coeur expirant s'est repos4 sur moi. 17

Describing Hippolyte's demise, he is also confronting Thsse with

Hippolyte's innocence.

In the first act Theramene exteriorizes Hippolyte's secret

feelings, thus giving voice to Hippolyte's struggle between filial duty

and his inclination. It is only through Thdramene's insistence that

Hippolyte becomes aware of his love for Aricie.

In the last act, Theramene not only delivers the news of

Hippolyte's death, but appears as the defender of the prince's inno-

cence, as he confronts Theses. Since the rage of the gods that

Thesee invokes cannot spare him the responsibility of Hippolyte's

destruction, the king is punished for his hasty judgment and suffers

moral qualms along with the others.

16 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, II, 6, 11. 719-720.

17 Ibid., v, 6, 11. 1590-1592.
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It is Theramene, as Hippolyte's alter ego, who points out to

Thesee Hippolyte's reverence for his father. Theramene explains

that Hippolyte's respect for his father could never allow him to reveal

Phedre's guilt to Th~sde. Theramene thus gives voice to Hippolyte's

scruples and accounts for Hippolyte's silence. This silence was not an

expression of guilt but an indication of Hippolyte's protection of his

father's reputation and his dedication to filial duty.

The dialogue between Phedre and her confidant Oenone

betrays at once the peculiar closeness which characterizes the rela-

tionship between them, an almost exclusive preoccupation with each

other: "En vain a l'observer jour et nuit je m'attache. "18 Yet this

relationship is from the start a basically uneasy one, full of tension

and potential explosiveness, as Oenone's remark implies: "Elle meurt

dans mes bras d'un mal qu'elle me cache. "19

Phbdre's presence immediately introduces all aspects of the

tragedy: Phedre's tragic self-contradiction, the symbolic contrast of

light and shadow, the rancor of the gods and the inevitability of fate.

It is Oenone who points out Phedre's ambivalence toward life:

18Ibid.v, I, 2, 1. 145.

19 Ibid., I, 2, 1. 146.
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Comme on voit tous ses voeux 'un et l'autre se detruire!

Vous vouliez vous montrer et revoir la lumiere.
Vous la voyez, madame; et, prete a vous cacher,
Vous haissez le jour que vous veniez chercher! 2 0

Yet Phhdre's ardent deathwish is continually present and is lamented

by Oenone: "Vous verrai-je toujours, renonpant ' la vie, / Faire de

21votre mort les funestes apprets ? "1 It is also Oenone who reminds

Phedre that her life is not her own, but in the hands of the gods: "De

quel droit sur vousmeme osez-vous attenter? / Vous offensez les

dieux auteurs de votre vie."2

Although it is Phedre herself who goes into isolation, who

masks herself in veils, "que ces voiles me present, "23 and who

attempts to create her own destiny, it is through Oenone's interjec-

tions that Phedre becomes conscious of her heredity and the laws of

a higher order. Thus, she implores her ancestor, the sun,

Noble et, brillant auteur d'une triste famille,
Toi dont ma mere osait se vanter d'Utre fille,

2 0 Ibid., I, 3, 11. 162-168.

2 1Ibid., I, 3, 11. 174-175.

2 2 Ibid., I, 3, 11. 196-197.

2 3 Ibid., I, 3, 1. 158.
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Qui peut-etre rougis du trouble o' tu me vois
Soleil, je te viens voir pour la derniere fois !

Granddaughter of the sun, Phedre is also the daughter of Pasiphae,

whose unnatural love for Minos the bull engendered the monster of

the labyrinth.

Yet while the sun, as god, is integral to Phedre's family,

he is also the witness to the past and the present. Similarly, Oenone,

as she reminds PheZdre, "Songez-vous qu'en naissant mes bras vous

25
ont repue,1" is part of Phedre's destiny: of her past, present and

future. As Phedre points out to her, "Quand tu sauras mon crime

et le sort qui m'accable, / Je n'en mourrai pas moins; j'en mourrais

plus coupable."26 Thus Phedre confirms Oenone's participation in

her own fate.

Faced with Oenone's threat to follow her to the grave, Phedre

begins to recount the evil that Venus has brought upon others of her

family: "0 haine de Venus0! fatale colere! / Dans quels egarements

l'amour jeta ma mere !"27 Continuing, she deplores the sister's fate,

"Ariane, ma soeur, de quel amour blessee / Vous mourtites aux bords

24 bi.
Ibid ,I, 3, 11. 169-172.

25 Ibid., I, 3, 1. 234.

2 6 Ibid., I, 3, 11. 241-242.

27 Ibid., I, 3, 11. 249-250.
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ou vous futes laissees !" and arrives finally at her own: "Puisque

Venus le veut, de ce sang dplorable / Je pris la derniere et la plus

. , 29miserable. " Her secret partially revealed, Phedre begins to be

persuaded by Oenone's insistence that she divulge the name of her

beloved. "Oenone represents that other will which prods and urges

Phaedra to confess her torments. " 30 It is only with the first utter-

ance of Hippolyte's name by Oenone that Phedre can face the reality

of her desires. Although she blames Oenone, "C'est toi qui l'as

nomme, "3l Oenone's exclamation, "Just ciel! tout mon sang dans

mes veines se glance, /O desespoirA! A 
crime! $ deplorable race!" 32

echoes her own words and reflects her, own terror. Reminiscing on

her encounter with Hippolyte,

Je le vis, je rougis, je alis ' sa vue;
Un trouble s'eleva dans mon ame eperdue;
Mes yeux ne voyaient plus, je ne pouvais parler;
Je sentis tous mon corps et transir et brouler, 33

I8 Ibid., I, 3, 11. 253-254.

29 Ibid., I, 3, 11. 257-258.

3 0 Bettina L. Knapp, Jean Racine: Mythos and Renewal in
Modern Theater (University, 1971), p. 174.

31
Racine, Oeuvres Completes, I, 3, 1. 264.

3 2 Ibid.., I, 3, 11. 265-266.

33Ibid.,I, 3, 11. 273-276.
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Phedre demonstrates on a symbolic level the disparity between the

dictates of her conscience and her instincts. While the thought of

her criminal inclinations alone is frightful to Phdre, Qenone's collu-

sive proddings stir her to act upon it. Bettina L. Knapp comments

that

Phaedra would have remained immersed in her secret
world from beginning to end. . . . Oenone is Evil in
that she 'is the "agent provocateur, " a dynamic force
who injects motility into what is a static situation. 34

For when the news of Thesde's death arrives, it is Oenone who lulls

her mistress' conscience:

Vivez; vous n'avez plus de reproches 'a vous faire;
Votre flamme devient une flamme ordinaire;
Thesee en expirant vient de rompre les noeuds
Qui faisaient tout le crime et l'horreur de vos feux.
Hippolyte pour vous devient moins redoutable;
Et vous pouvez le voir sans vous rendre coupable. 3

Rationalizing her change of attitude by putting forth political reasons,

Oenone, at first an impediment to Phedre's self-indulgence, becomes

her evil self. Phedre is forced to hear her own thoughts in terms

all the more shocking for the slight veil of innocence impudently

draped across them. Phedre's response, "Eh bien! a tes conseils

3 4 Knapp, Jean Racine: Mythos and Renewal in Modern
Theater, p. 174.

35 Ibid. , I, 4, 11. 349-354.
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je me laisse entrainer, "3 now reveals an utter lack of scruples in

spite of her mental and moral superiority to Oenone.

And it is Oenone who, faced with Phedre's remorse and

renewed death-wish after her fatal declaration to Hippolyte, reminds

Phedre of her duties as queen:

Vous nourrissez un feu qu'il vous faudrait eteindre.
Ne vaudrait -il pas mieux, digne sang de Minos,
Dans les plus nobles soins chercher votre repos;
Contre un ingrat qui pla't recourir ' la fuite,
Regner, et de l'tat embrasser la conduite? 3 7

But Phedre rejects this advice: "Mois, rfgner! Moi, ranger un stat

sous ma loi /Quand ma faible raison ne regne plus sur moi!"3 8 and

blames her own weakness in the face of temptation on Oenone's

counsel,

Toi-meme, rappelant ma force dfaillante,
Et mon ame ddjh sur mes levres errante,
Par tes conseils flatteurs tu m'as su ranimer:
Tu m'as fait entrevoir que je pouvais l'aimer. 39

Oenone's malevolence is concentrated upon Hippolyte; challenging

Phedre's pride, she comments,

3 6 Ibid., 1, 4, 1. 363.

7bid.,III, 1, 11. 754-758.

3 8 Ibid.,III, 1, 11. 759-760.

3 9 Ibid., III, 1, 11. 769-772.
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Mais si jamais l'offense irrita vos esprits,

Pouvez-vous d'un superbe oublier les mdpris?
Avec quels yeux cruels sa rigueur obstinde

Vous laissait ' ses pieds peu s'en faut prosternee !
Que son farouche orgueil le rendait odieux!
Que Phedre en ce moment n'avait-elle mes yeux! 4 0

Oenone's observation prompts Phedre to defend Hippolyte in an

attempt to reassure herself.

Finally, overcome by her passionate impulses, Phedre

commands Oenone: "Enfin tous tes conseils ne sont plus de saison: /

Sers ma fureur, Oenone, et non point ma raison. 1141 Thus rejecting

her own remorse and guilt, and submitting to her passion, Phedre

makes Oenone part of her self-destruction. With all moral

restraints broken, Phedre's efforts now are bent toward tempting

Hippolyte with her crown. Thus she charges Oenone,

Pour le fle'chir enfin tente tous les moyens:
Tes discours trouveront plus d'acces que le miens;

Presse, pleure, gdmis; peins-lui Phedre mourante;
Ne rougis point de prendre une voix suppliante.
Je t'avouerai de tout; je n'espere qu'en toi. 42

Va: j'attends ton retour pour disposer de moi.

Upon Thse' s return Oenone takes the pragmatic view that

Phedre must forget her passion: "I faut d'un vain amour stouffer la

4 0 Ibid. , III, 1, 11. 775-780.

4 1 Ibid. , 11, 1, 11. 791-792.

4Ibid.,III, 1, 11. 807-812.
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pens 4e, / Madame; rappelez votre vertu pass. 1.43 But Phedre's

fear of the impending confrontation increases her guilt. Disarmed

by her own reason and rejecting any personal responsibility, she

accuses Oenone:

Je te l'ai predit; mais tu n'as pas voulu:
Sur mes justes remords tes pleurs ont prevalu.
Je mourais ce matin digne d'etre pleuree;/4
J'ai suivi tes conseils, je meurs dshonoree.

Countering Phedre's death-wish by intimating that her suicide would

arouse suspicion, she advises Phedre to take the offensive:

Pourquoi donc lui ceder une victoire entire?
Vous la craignez: osez l'accuser le premiere
Du crime dont il peut vous charger aujourd'hui.
Qui vous dementira? 4 5

Among Oenone's odious alternatives is the suggestion to

accuse Hippolyte in Phedre's stead: "Mon zele n'a besoin que de

votre silence, "46 demanding only Phedre's tacit approval. Under-

scoring the complicity in the slander, she adds "Tremblante comme

vous, j'en sens quelques remords.1" This remark dwarfs the

Ibid. ,III, 3, 11. 825-826.

4Ibid. III, 3, 11. 835-838.

4 5 Ibid., III, 3, 11. 885-888.

46Ibid.,III, 3, 1. 894.

47Ibid.1III, 3, 1. 895.
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moral issue, masks the gross depravity, and sets Phedre's mind at

rest. In apathy, Phedre consents: "Fais ce que tu voudras, je

m'abandonne a toi. "48

Phedre's veiled words to Thsee, "Vous 8tes offense. La

fortune jalouse / N'a pas en votre absence epargne votre s pouse, "49

prepare the ground for Oenone's slander. The ambiguity of these

words is mirrored by Oenone's statement to Thsee: "Un amour

criminel causa toute sa haine. "50 Oenone then is not only the

accomplice, but she is

. avant que d'etre elle-meme la mauvaise conscience

. . .la voix des appetits, le double criminel de la fille
de Minos et de Pasiphae. C'est elle dont le dvouement
prent sur soi d'accomplir tout ce que Phedre ose a peine
songer; ou plut&t, tout ce qu'il y a de mauvais et de honteux
dans Phedre, c'est elle qui l'incarne . . . il (Racine)
a fait d'Oenone la "nourrice" de Phedre, afin qu'y
ayant entre elle et son enfant de lait comme un lien de
chair et de sang, on vit bien qu'elles ne faisaient qu'une
seule personne? 5 1

This relationship between Phedre and Oenone is especially

obvious after Phedre learns of Hippolyte's love for Aricie. Prey to

4 8 Ibid. , III, 3, 1. 911.

4 9 Ibid. , III, 4, 11. 917-918.

5 0Ibid., IV, 1, 1. 1030.

5 1 Ferdinand Brunetiere, Les Epoques du Theatre Francais
(1636-1850) (Paris, 1901), p. 174.
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her intense jealousy, she retracts her intention to confess her crime,

and torn by the numerous feelings of remorse, fury and self-pity

which besiege her, she confronts Oenone. First Phedre accuses

Oenone of dissimulation: "Tu le savais; pourquoi me laissais-tu

seduire? / De leur furtive ardeur ne pouvais-tu m'instruire? She

then implores Oenone to have pity on her: "Oenone, prends piti4 de

ma jalouse rage.1"53

In the face of Phedre's refusal to accept the responsibility

for her intentions--since she disputes to be answerable for her own

conduct and regards the events as acts of an external influence--

Oenone reminds her that even the gods committed transgressions and

became criminal in their passions:

He! repoussez, madame, une injuste terreur!
Regardez d'un autre oeil une excusable erreur.
Vous aimez; on ne peut vaincre sa destinee. 54

Echoing Phedre's words at the beginning of the drama, Oenone

reminds Phedre: "Mortelle, subissez le sort d'une mortelle.1"55

5 2 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, IV, 4, 11. 1233-1234.

3I id. , IV, 6, 1. 1258.

Ibid. ,IV, 4, 11. 1295-1297.

55 Ibid., IV, 4, 1. 1302.
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Paralleling Phedre's search into her past, with the evocation of the

illicit loves of her ancestors, Oenone continues,

Les dieux memes, les dieux de l'Olympe habitants,
Qui d'un bruit si terrible e'pouvantent les grimes,
Ont bruil4 quelquefois de feux illegitime.

Rejecting the confidant's solace, Phedre accuses Oenone of creating

her own vile predicament. Driving Oenone away, she simultaneously

assumes responsibility for her own acts: "Va, laisse-moi le soin de

mon sort deplorable. "5 G. Le Bidois comments on Oenone's role

as follows:

Elle est dans cette tragedie antique le representent du
destin; nee dans la plus basse condition humaine,
elle represente une puissance superieure a celles des
hommes les plus 4 leves en dignity, la puissance du mal.
Cette puissance qui e'tait dyarchie dans la piece de
Britannicus, puisque'elle se de/doublait en quelque maniere
au coeur de Narcisse et de Neron, ici est monarchie,
puisqu'elle n'a qu'une seule tate, Oenone. Phedre nest
un sens que la premiere de ses sujettes.58

Phedre's revolt and dismissal of Oenone confirms the com-

mon guilt that is a bond between their minds and hearts. Phedre can

face the fact of her own guilt only in the same way that she persuades

5 6 Ibid., IV, 4, 11. 1304-1306.

5 7 Ibid., IV, 4, 1. 1318.

58 G. Le Bidois, La Vie dans la Tragedie de Racine (Paris,
1929), p. 167.
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Oenone to face hers. Bettina L. Knapp comments on this as

follows:

Oenone's role in the drama, as the instigator of the action,
has now been completed. Her suicide (or exit from
the action), therefore, is a dramatic necessity and comes
as no surprise. Through her intervention, Phaedra
succeeds in coming to grips with the higher conscience
within her, forcing herself thereby to unite the split facets
of her personality. .. .*59

Oenone then is more than the blindly loyal and devoted ser-

vant whose base counsels are justifiable in terms of her desperate

need to keep Phedre alive. In fact, it is her efforts to counteract

Phedre's death-wish.--so strongly evident from the start of the action--

which support the theory that she is the symbol of Phedre's inexorable

destiny. Oenone is the emotional interpreter of her mistress and

the implement of Phedre's baser drives. Oenone is the center around

which Phedre's guilt and ultimate catharsis revolve. Once Phedre

has rejected Oenone, and thereby evil within herself, she can accept

and seek atonement for her sins.

5 9 Knapp, Jean Racine: Mythos and Renewal in Modern
Theater, p. 179.



CHAPTER VIII

CONC LUSION

In the six tragedies treated in this study, the reader observes

a number of confidants in a variety of relationships with the principal

character. In these relationships the confidant is seen in the tradi-

tional role, as well as in the part of gradually assuming traits that

strongly tie him to the principal character, where he becomes his

alter ego.

The confidants of La Th~baide, Olympe and Attale, are

independent of the main figures and do not share in their struggle.

Lacy Lockert comments on this lack of rapport, that

. . . the conventionality of Attalus as confidant, how-
ever, is especially marked in his being made the reci-
pient of Cre/on's confidences with which he is evidently
not in sympathy. I

Both confidants are detached and controversial figures and act pri-

marily as messengers and chorus. Dramatically reduced to static

and one-dimensional characters, the confidants in this traditional

1
Lacy Lockert, Studies in French Classical Tragedy

(Nashville, 1958), p. 284.
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role serve to emphasize the mythological content of the drama, as

well as Racine's reverence for the Attic traditions.

As previously noted, no confidants appear in Racine's drama

Alexandre le Grand, written in 1665. In fact, none of the aristocra-

tic figures is accompanied by a supporting character. A conjecture

may be made as to why Racine limited the cast of the play: perhaps

this omission of the confidant--or a similar figure- -indicates a defin-

ite break with conventional dramatic techniques. Racine also

changes the subject of his dramas. In his tragdie passionate, where

emotions provide the criteria for the tragic hero and plot, the confi-

dant becomes an essential part of the psychological action. Because

the Racinian hero is overpowered by his love, consumed by his

jealousy, and blinded by his ambition, the confidant contributes to

the character's search for inner equilibrium and serenity.

Each of the four main characters in Andromaque has a confi-

dant who provides a new perspective in the hero's struggle between

reason and passion. These confidants exist exclusively for the

principal characters; their existence is restricted to them alone.

Cleone is part of Hermione's past and emerges as the symbol of

Hermione's former love for Oreste. The confidant's reason opposes

Hermione's insane jealousy, but she cannot deter Hermione from

her murderous plan. Cephise, Andromaque's confidant, embodies
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the latter's desire to save her son. Constantly defying Andromaque's

death-wish, Cephise is also the voice of moderation and common

sense. Phoenix expresses Pyrrhus' desire to withstand Andromaque's

charm: he opposes Pyrrhus' passion and urges the king to keep his

word towards Hermione. In addition to functioning vocally as the

conscience of the king, he appears as the spokesman for the people.

Pylade's reason is in opposition to Oreste's death-wish and his desire

for Hermione. As Pylade cannot prevent Pyrrhus' murder, his

presence is a reminder of his friend's dilemma. A symbol of

Oreste's fate, Pylade accepts Oreste in an emotional act of faith.

In Berenice the confidants once more express one aspect

of the attitudes and desires of the protagonists. There is little phy-

sical action so that Racine can better reveal the inner turmoil of his

heroes. Phenice, confidant to Berenice, represents the hopes and

fears of the queen. At first she gives expression to Berenice's doubts

as to Titus' intentions and gives voice to Berenice's apprehensions

concerning her lover's silence. Later she entertains Berenice in

her hope that Antiochus might renew his courtship. Similar to Ph4-

nice, Arsace appears as a symbol of his master's hopes. He brings

to light Antiochus' desire to regain Berenice's love. Paulin, confi-

dant to Titus, personifies the king's rational part. He sustains the

emperor in his decision to renounce Berenice and to serve the Roman
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people. Since the action evolves around the fears and hopes of the

protagonists, the confidants appear as predestined motifs.

In Mithridate, the confidant Arbate's virtue contrasts the

king's excesses and prepares the solution to the king's predicament.

Arbate's reason counteracts Mithridate's madness. Phoedime,

confidant of Monime, represents the heroine's honor, her integrity,

and loyalty toward father and betrothed. Since it is a misplaced

loyalty, it is through Phoedime's protests that Monime arrives at

her own concept of honor.

Heretofore the confidant has appeared as the proponent

of one of the principal characters. His loyalty and closeness to the

hero, his perpetual presence, established a firm bond between them.

Subsequently the confidant appears more independent, sometimes

fickle and contradictory. Mauron maintains that the character's per-

sonality can only be doubled according to its own internal divisions;2

the confidant's deportment then is only a reflection of this.

Multiplicity and ambivalence come to the fore in

Britannicus. The actual central figure of the play seems to be

Neron, as the action continues following the death of Britannicus.

Indeed, Racine shows the development of Neron's character toward

2 Charles Mauron, "L'Inconscient dans l'Oeuvre et la Vie
de Racine," Publications des Annales, 16 (1957), 51.
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viciousness and crime under the influence of his confidant. He con-

trasts the physical poisoning of Britannicus with the mental poisoning

of Neron. The influence of Burrhus, a former tutor and counselor

of Neron, is soon eclipsed by that of Narcisse. Burrhus' absence

emphasizes Neron's descent to corruption: as his benevolent sway

on the emperor wanes, Narcisse emboldens Neron, aiding him in his

evil descent.

Although listed in the dramatis personae as Britannicus'

tutor, Racine names Narcisse as Ne/ron's actual confidant. Refer-

ring in his Premiere Preface to Tacitus, he affirms that two things

affected the portrayal of Neron: that firstly the emperor is already

vicious but dissimulates his vices, and further that Narcisse enter-

tained him in his bad inclinations.

Neron in fact splendidly incorporates the qualities of the

Aristotelian, and consequently Racinian, tragic figure. Neither good

nor bad, his flaw emerges during the course of the action. Racine

expressly mentioned that he could not represent Neron as a "mechant

homme, " since Neron is still in the first years of his reign; nor could

3he show him to be a virtuous man, which he never was. Neron s

Jean Racine, Oeuvres Compl tes, Prface de Pierre Clarac
(Paris, 1962), p. 144.
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evil inclinations are embodied in Narcisse, who serves as instigator

to Neron's transgressions. Slowly, evil is embraced by Nron and

Racine superbly demonstrates this conversion.

Albine, confidant of Agrippine, has but a minor role.

Ostensibly calming her mistress' apprehensions, she recounts

Agrippine's former intrigues in support of N 4ron. She appears as

Agrippine's conscience, inasmuch as she reminds her of her misdeeds

which lie at the origin of Neron's criminality.

In Phedre the confidants once more stress the ambivalence

of the main characters. With regard to the heroine of this play,

Racine states that she is "ni tout ' fait coupable, ni tout ' fait inno-

cente, " and further mentions that he has made an important change

in the story: "J'ai meme pris soin de la rendre un peu moins odieuse

qu'elle n'est dans les tragedies des anciens. "4 Conversely, Racine

also depicts Phedre's victim, Hippolyte, with a fatal flaw. In order

to explain the events preceding Hippolyte's undeserved death, Racine

says of his character: "J'ai cru lui devoir donner quelques faiblesses

qui le rendrait un peux coupable envers son pere. "5 Theramene,

Hippolyte's tutor, elicits the latter's confession of his forbidden love

4 Ibid., p. 246.

5
Ibid. , p. 247.
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for Aricie. After Hippolyte's death, Theramene's long recit serves

to explain Hippolyte's fateful silence. Thramene's account to

Thesee appears as the belated confrontation between Thsee and

Hippolyte.

Ismene, confidant to Aricie, mirrors the youth and innocence

of the latter. She encourages her solitary mistress and points out

Hippolyte's infatuation. Articulating the secret sentiments of

Aricie, which the latter dare not admit, Ismene is symbol of her

heroine's love and her hopes.

Oenone, confidant to Phedre, appears as symbol of the

heroine's destiny. While Racine insists that Phedre's passion is

rather a divine punishment than an act of will, Oenone as tool to the

slanderous crime becomes but an executor of Phdre's destiny.

Although Racine believed that the slander of Hippolyte was too wicked

to have been commited by a princess, he argued that

. a .. cette bassesse m'a paru plus convenable 'a une
nourrice, qui pouvait avoir des inclinations plus serviles,
et qui neanmoins n'entreprend cette fausse accusation
que pour sauver la vie et l'honneur de sa maftresse. 6

This is a significant concession then to the external bienseances of

the seventeenth century in view of his deep regard for the ancients!

6Ibid. , p. 247.
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The confidant progressed from being passive and virtuous

in the early works, as in Andromaque and Berenice, to being ambi-

tious, aggressive, immoral, and independent as in the later ones,

particularly Phedre. While the confidant is generally understood to

be "one who receives the confidences and intimate thoughts of the

protagonist,1" the Racinian confidant appears as the protagonist's

alter ego, because, as Henri Peyre and Joseph Seronde observe, the

Racinian

. . hero cannot be dissected by an outside observer,
as they are by the novelist in fictional works. Nor can
he indulge the turbid interior monologue of a Joycean
character. He must confide himself to a confidant,
who is nothing but another side of himself. 8

Despite different circumstances and personalities, all of the

confidants add to the interpretation of the characters' agon. Pri-

marily, because the Racinian character is so introspective, he

requires the presence of the confidant to reveal the mechanism of his

mind. Vossler believes that

. . . because he is so inward and so thoughtful, he gen-
erally needs, in addition to the public and the partner

7
William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, Handbook to

Literature, rev. and enlarged by C. Hugh Holman (New York, 1961),
p. 104.

8 Henri Peyre and Joseph Seronde, eds., Nine Classic French
y Corneille, Moliere, Racine (Lexington, 1974), p. 5.
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in dialogue, his special confidant, a second self, so
to speak to the father confessor, that he is already to
himself.

By avowing his innermost thoughts, the character not only points out

the blindness of his passion, but also the lucidity of his introspective

meditation. Far from exposing the full cause of their unrest, the

confidants need to point out the complexity of the Racinian character.

Albeit Racine insisted on representing his -Characters as "neither

good nor bad, " he proceeded to show them in a very Baroque manner,

as prodigiously virtuous and wicked people with a wide latitude of

character attributes.

Nevertheless, as a seventeenth-century dramatist, Racine

was bound by the traditions and conventions of his time. Thus, in

portraying a complex individual he necessarily had to rely on other

devices to exteriorize the interior debate. Personifying one of the

dominant factors in the figure of the confidant was a perfect means to

show the inner reactions of the hero. Although this approach seems

foreign to the classical tragedy, this device had been used by the

ancients, especially Euripides, with whose work Racine was thoroughly

familiar. 10 More recently, the French morality had personified

9 Karl Vossler, Jean Racine (New York, 1972), p. 41.

1 0 Sister Marie Philip Haley, Racine and the Art Poetique of
Boileau (Baltimore, 1938), pp. 107-124.
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virtues and vices, who as temporarily independent entities interpreted

mankind's eternal struggle in parables.

The confidant, in view of his frequent admonitions and

reminders, appears as an allegorical double of the principal character.

With reason opposing passion and good combatting evil, the confidant's

injunctions make him a more sophisticated embodiment of the opposi-

tion traditionally offered a servant. He is of different substance, but

a spiritual extension of the protagonist. Hence, so Rogers claims,

Racine, the courtier and conformist, required the confidant figure

as a necessary dramatic tool:

. . . doubling of characters does not simply make the
representation of intrapsychic conflict possible; it allows
for the potential development of that conflict in the most
dramatic way possible. 11

Did Racine consciously create the confidant as double of the

principal character? Judging from his use of Narcisse and espe-

cially Oenone, it may be argued that Racine felt free to expose through

the confidant those aspects of the human soul which the external

bienseances denied him to depict in the main character, since the con-

fidant is visible in the proportions of his functions, e. g. , in a subor-

dinate role. Through the intercession of the confidant Racine can

p. 145.
IIRobert Rogers, The Double in Literature (Detroit, 1970),
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now show the dark sides of the character, those immoral feelings and

thought processes which need to come to the surface during the course

of the action. Those sinister traits which are a consistent part of

the Racinian individual, were sometimes awkward to expose in mono-

logues; or more frequently, owing to the exigencies of "propriety,"

they could not be attributed to the main character. Whether at the

core of or merely peripheral to the conflict, these aspects had to be

presented, inasmuch as they contributed to the outcome of the

struggle and the plausibility of the treated subject.

The confidant's immediate concern with the principal figure

facilitated a superposition; in fact, Michaut describes him thus:

Alors ils sont, en reality comme un "double"' de leur
maftres, ils personnifient, ils "exteriorisent, "
comme dirait un philosophe, ce qu'il y dans l'ame de
ces matres de pensees, de sentiment subsconscients
utiles a mettre en lumiere, ou bien ce qu'il y a de pen-
sees, de sentimentstrop conscients, pniblespour eux,
et qu'il importe de leur rappeler sans cesse. 12

Composite part or double of the main character, the confidant seem-

ingly is the self that has been left behind, overlooked, or unrealized,

or otherwise excluded from the character's self-conception. He

represents the "other self" with whom the character must come to

terms.

1 2 Gustave Michaut, La Brnice de Racine (Paris, 1907),
pp. 187-188.
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The confidants therefore cannot be viewed in generalities,

under a common denominator. Each exists for the protagonist and

has unique characteristics. The confidant's dialogue clearly empha-

sizes a prominent trait of the protagonist and this form of characteri-

zation separates the Racinian confidant from the utility figure or the

raisonneur in contemporary drama. Yet Racine saw in the instruc-

tion of the audience the true value of tragedy, and strongly desired

to contribute direction:

Il serait ' souhaiter que nos ouvrages fussent aussi soli-
des et aussi pleins d'utiles instructions que ceux de
ces poetes. Ce serait peut-etre un moyen de reconci-
lier la tragedie avec quantity de personnes c lbres par
leur piete et par leur doctrine, qui l'ont condamnde dans
ces derniers temps, et qui en jugeraient sans doute plus
favorablement, si les auteurs songeaient autant 'a instruire
leurs spectateurs qu'd les divertir, et s'ils suivaient
en cela la veritable intention de la tragedie. 13

With the figure of the confidant, he could dramatically demonstrate

the inner division of man, created by passion and vice. Ironically,

the interplay of ambitious tendencies is especially visible in those

confidants who superficially are less dependent on their masters,

Seemingly acting for themselves, but with the passive consent of the

protagonist, they take action on the impulses of the latter:

1 3 Racine, Oeuvres Completes, p. 247.
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But Burrhus, Narcisse and Oenone are somewhat excep-
tional, however, in degree and not in kind. Their
importance lies not merely in the fact that they exert
influence and effect the action, but that they are in a
sense projections of sides of the characters of the prin-
cipals to whom they are attached. 14

Narcisse and Oenone, defeated in the purpose they set out for, become

tragic figures themselves and thereby emphasize the hero's fate.

Whereas the principal character is in the foreground of the spectator's

attention, it is through the confidant's interjections that the audience

receives satisfaction that all angles of the situation have been consid-

ered. By his injunctions the confidant becomes an instrument which

echoes the reflective intelligence of the spectator. As the confidant

challenges, skirts, and appeases the protagonist, the audience

becomes aware of the intensity of the internal struggle. Lapp

maintains that the confidant becomes simply the "other self, "

turned by the dramatist into a stage pers on,15 s o that the confidant

exists as an entity serviceable to Racine's purpose only. The con-

fidant is a product of dramatic exigency, not of personal development.

Intellectually he shows us the principal character, victim of himself,

H. W. Lawton, "The Confident in and before French
Classical Tragedy, " Modern Language Review, XXXVIII (January,
1943), 27.

1 5 John C. Lapp, Aspects of Racinian Tragedy (Toronto,
1955), p. 84.
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and imprisoned in a dramatic formula, captive of seventeenth-century

rules.

The confidant serves an inverse function of distancing the

onlooker in relation to the protagonist. Although the sympathy of the

confidant contributes a great deal to the interpretation of the enigmatic

characters, the audience must look at them with detached objectivity

and see them as the indifferent gods see them. The Racinian confi-

dant acts as alter ego to the main character in order to resolve the

latter's inner conflict. Racine was eager to instruct his public.

In his portrayal of man he has shown himself to be a sincere and

moral teacher, and the confidant has served him as a valuable aid.
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